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The present scientific paper is the third part and continuation of the in-
depth scientific study of the developed system of engineering economic indica-
tors, where the authors obtain results from the scientific research presented in 
a series of works on the development of the nanotechnologies and advanced 
materials industry in science and entrepreneurship in Latvia. Part three deter-
mines the crucial scientific indicators of the development of nano-field at the 
macro, micro, and meso development levels of the economic environment in 
Latvia. The paper provides the interaction of new identified indicators of nano-
field in terms of further scientific and practical activities. Latvia is analysed in 
comparison with other countries in the world.

Keywords: advanced materials, development of science, economic en-
vironment level, engineering economic indicator system, nanotechnologies, 
research, scientific indicators

1. INTRODUCTION

We are at the beginning of a global transformation that is characterised by the 
convergence of digital, physical, and biological technologies in ways that are chang-
ing both the world around us and our very idea of what it means to be human. The 
Fourth Industrial Revolution is not defined by any particular set of emerging tech-
nologies themselves, but rather by the transition to new systems that are being built 
on the infrastructure of the digital revolution. The fundamental and global nature of 
this revolution also poses new threats related to the disruptions it may cause – af-
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fecting labour markets and the future of work, income inequality, and geopolitical 
security as well as social value systems and ethical frameworks [1].

In accordance with the above-mentioned topicality and the continuation of the 
present study, which follows and correlates with the in-depth analysis of the previ-
ous two studies [2], [3], the development of the nano-field can also be identified and 
revealed from the perspective of scientific indicators. With regard to the structure 
of the research on nanotechnologies and advanced materials industry in science and 
entrepreneurship, it should be noted that the research will reveal crucial scientific 
indicators of the development of the nano-field at the macro, micro, and meso deve-
lopment levels of economic environment in Latvia.

The authors have conducted in-depth research on scientific indicators from 
the perspective of nano-field because they consider that the key aspects determining 
the competitiveness and productivity of every country are the quality of higher edu-
cation, skilled labour force, R&D level and development of innovations, which are 
crucial factors for any economy that follow global trends and modernise simple pro-
duction processes and create the added value for their products. In the era of innova-
tive technologies and digital revolution, there is also a need for an environment that 
will foster innovative activities and ideas supported by both the public and private 
sectors. Investment in R&D is important and necessary, in general, and in the pri-
vate sector, in particular, where there is an increasing need for high-quality research 
institutions that can provide the basic knowledge necessary for the development of 
new technologies, extensive cooperation in research and technological development 
between universities and the industry. Thus, the development and analysis of sci-
entific indicators at the macro, micro, and meso development levels are topical and 
relevant.

The aim of the research is to develop the scientific indicators at the macro, mi-
cro, and meso development levels, evaluate them at the level of Latvia and compare 
them with the indicators of other countries if applicable to the nano-field in science 
and entrepreneurship. 

To reach the aim of the study – to analyse the scientific indicators charac-
terising the level of development of nano-field in quantitative terms in Latvia, the 
following research methods have been used: statistical, logical, data processing and 
comparative analysis, the study of the primary and secondary sources of the scien-
tific literature, induction and deduction, scientific overview of theoretical aspects of 
the issue under consideration, as well as the study of a set of indicators.

The results of the research can be used to determine further enhancement of 
the Latvian nano-field in science and entrepreneurship, and R&D policy, as well as 
ensure further areas of research.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Assessment of the Scientific Indicators

At the macro or global level, the group of scientific indicators includes indica-
tors characterising the development of science, such as the total number of citations 
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to nano-articles and average citation per nano-article, which are the main indicators 
evaluating the state’s scientific excellence. According to the statistical report by Stat-
Nano on the total number of citations to nano-articles, in 2016 Latvia was ranked 
only 67th out of 105 countries in the world, demonstrating 108 cited nano-articles 
in compliance with the data of the Web of Science (ISI Web of Knowledge). Accor-
ding to this report, Latvia holds similar positions with Lebanon, Belarus and Jordan 
[4]. However, in the report on average citation per nano-article, in 2016, Latvia was 
ranked 53rd out of 106 countries in the world, demonstrating an index of 1.07 that 
was also achieved by North Korea, the Czech Republic, Lebanon and the UAE [5]. 

As the next scientific indicator, the authors propose the number and quality of 
publications and studies by science sectors that indicates the development of scien-
tific productivity and the citation impact of a researcher. To reflect this indicator, the 
authors use both h-Index of nano-articles according to Web of Science and h-Index 
in Nanoscience and Nanotechnology according to Scopus and ISI indexed nano-arti-
cles. In the report on h-Index of nano-articles according to Web of Science, in 2016 
Latvia was ranked 53rd out of 106 countries in the world, obtaining the index of 6.00. 
Bulgaria, Croatia, Hungary, Luxembourg, Morocco, Nigeria, Norway etc. also de-
monstrated the same index as Latvia [6]. H-Index in Nanoscience and Nanotechnology 
according to Scopus shows the following: In 2016, Latvia was ranked 74th out of 131 
countries in the world with an h-index of 19, i.e., a number of articles (h) that received 
at least h citations. Similar indicators were also obtained by Qatar, Indonesia, Luxem-
bourg, Lebanon, Armenia and Venezuela in 2016 [7]. In terms of ISI indexed nano-
articles (Web of Science), the authors note that in 2016 Latvia was ranked 68th out of 
106 countries with 101 ISI indexed nano-articles. Lebanon, Kazakhstan, and Jordan 
showed the highest results with regard to this indicator [8]. The analysis of these data 
and the position of Latvia in the competition of the world’s countries demonstrate 
that the low state funding in R&D, inadequate public and private investment, as well 
as problems with human resources analysed in the previous two studies are the main 
factors that hinder the development of scientific research in Latvia.

A more positive trend is observed with respect to the national priority in nano-
science, i.e., the ratio of the total number of nano-articles to the share of articles of the 
country of the same period. In 2016, by the index of national priority in nanoscience, 
Latvia was ranked 29th out of 106 countries in the world, by holding the position be-
tween Thailand (28th place) and the Czech Republic (30th place). Other countries by 
the statistical level of a similar indicator are Vietnam, Russia and Taiwan, which have 
a higher index than Latvia. However, the adjacent countries, according to the lowest 
ranking, are Bulgaria, Tunisia, Kazakhstan and Azerbaijan. Since 2000, the index of 
national priority in nanoscience has reached its highest level in 2006, i.e., 2.20. This 
indicator has been achieved by Latvia, and it is the highest level in statistics of all 
the above-mentioned countries. In spite of high fluctuations, dynamic changes have 
been observed in all countries, and at present all these countries, including Latvia, 
have achieved the index of national priority in nanoscience between 1 and 1.5. This 
is a decline for Latvia, while Qatar, Egypt, Romania and Vietnam experience high 
growth [9].

At the global level, it is worth mentioning the number of nano-articles per 
million people, by which Latvia was ranked 37th in 2016 (51.52 – ratio of nano-
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articles to country population (per million people)) out of 106 countries in the world, 
demonstrating a high growth rate in 2015 and 2016, respectively. However, Cyprus 
was ranked 36th, while Serbia – 38th. It is interesting to mention the results of the 
neighbouring countries of Latvia – Estonia was ranked 19th in this rating group, 
while Lithuania – 33rd [10].

With regard to the group of scientific indicators, the authors have also chosen 
the share of international collaboration in nanoscience (share of joint nano-articles 
between one country and other countries, %). In the ranking of 106 countries in the 
world in 2016, Latvia was ranked 57th with 69.23 %, which compared to 2009 (75 %) 
means the reduction in the number of international scientific publications in coopera-
tion with foreign authors. Slightly better results were demonstrated in 2016 by Singa-
pore (69.63 %), Bangladesh (69.66 %), Iraq (70.54 %), and slightly lower – by Jordan 
(68.75 %), Croatia (68.35 %), New Zealand (68.33 %) and France (68.12 %) [11].

As the final scientific indicator at the global level, the number of nano-articles 
per GDP (article per billion $) should be mentioned, which shows that Latvia in 
2016 was ranked 33rd (1.98 number of nano-articles per billion $ GDP) out of 106 
countries in the world, demonstrating moderate growth rate from 2005 (0.90 number 
of nano-articles per billion $ GDP) to 2014 with some fluctuations in the time series. 
In 2016, slightly better places, i.e., 32nd place and 31st place were taken by Roma-
nia and Lithuania, respectively. However, slightly lower positions were occupied by 
the UK (34th place) and Italy (35th place). It is interesting to note that Estonia was 
ranked 9th in this ranking [12].

There are a variety of publications concerning nanotechnologies and nano-
science development in general, in oldest and latest publications. For instance, Eu-
ropean applications of micro/nanotechnologies were analysed by Antonio Martinez 
de Aragón (2000) [13], application of nanoscience in construction was analysed by 
David Tetlow et al. (2017) [14], its environmental applications were analysed by 
Henning Wigger, Michael Steinfeldt, and Alvise Bianchin (2017) [15] and other sci-
entists. Studies in this area are of high importance. Countries that produce most pub-
lications in nanoscience play an important role in the technological development of 
the country.

At the meso level, the group of scientific indicators includes: the total amount 
of fundamental studies in materials science per year; persons employed in science 
and technology; government procurement of advanced technology products; statistics 
on the creation of new research working groups, which characterise the scientific and 
research capacity in Latvia at the national level.

In Latvia, fundamental studies related to materials science are mainly carried 
out by higher education and research institutions, e.g., the University of Latvia, Riga 
Technical University, as well as separate national research institutes. Several materi-
als science-related centres of excellence, research institutes, laboratories and other 
academic organisations have also been established, participating in many European 
and international projects on various topics of materials science. In a number of 27 
nano-field programmes from 2002 to 2012 [16], Latvia has participated in 18 scienti-
fic projects with a total funding of 30 million EUR, with average EU contribution rate 
of 77 %. The projects’ sum is 30 % larger than one contract value in the USA [17]. 
It should be noted that in 2016 the Latvian Council of Science funded fundamental 
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and applied research projects in the amount of 4,388,212 EUR, which amounted to 
approximately 11 % of the total financing of scientific projects in Latvia [18]. How-
ever, according to the Central Statistical Bureau of the Republic of Latvia, in 2015, 
152.3 million EUR were invested in research in Latvia, which amounted to 6.5 % 
less than in 2014. In 2015, foreign funding still made the largest part – 45.0 % – of 
the total funding in research, 32.7 % was state funding, 20.1 % – private financing, 
and 2.2 % – university funding. Of the total expenditure on research, the largest part 
of the expenditure – 67.2 mln. EUR or 44.2 % – was spent on applied research. Total 
expenditure on fundamental research, compared to 2014, increased by 9.6 %, and in 
2015 it amounted to 52.5 mln. EUR [19]. Taking into account that statistical data on 
projects implemented in Latvia in the field of innovative materials production and 
high technology industry in the nano-field are difficult to collect and their number 
may be inaccurate due to a lack of statistics, the authors of the study suggest carry-
ing out a separate study on the level of scientists’ awareness about the availability of 
fundamental research and its evaluation with other European countries. 

It is interesting to note that at present strategic plans in nanotechnology deve-
lopment are elaborated and enhanced in countries such as Australia, Austria, Canada, 
China, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Iran, Ireland, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nor-
way, Pakistan, Poland, Russia, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, South Korea, Switzer-
land, Thailand, the UK and the USA [20]. For nanoscience development, it should 
be crucial to develop environmentally-friendly solutions in the development of many 
industries.

With regard to the next indicator of persons employed in science and techno-
logy, the authors state that in the ranking of 28 EU countries in 2016 according to 
the classification of economic activities – NACE Rev.2 “High-technology sectors 
(high-technology manufacturing and knowledge-intensive high-technology services” 
Latvia was ranked 21st (7.0 % of total employment) and held a similar position with 
the Netherlands (7.0 %) leaving behind Portugal (6.8 %), Germany (6.3 %), Poland 
(6.0 %) and other EU countries. It should be noted that the EU average indicator in 
this category was 7.7 % of total employment. However, in the sample data on persons 
employed in science and technology “High and medium high-tech manufacturing” in 
the ranking of 28 EU countries in 2016, Latvia was ranked 25th (2.0 % of total em-
ployment), followed by Lithuania (1.4 %), Luxembourg (0.9 %) and Cyprus (0.7 %), 
while the other EU countries were ranked higher. In this category, the EU average in-
dicator was 5.8 % of total employment [21]. It should also be noted that, according to 
the data of the Central Statistical Bureau of the Republic of Latvia, in 2016 in Latvia 
5,120 employees worked in scientific research according to the full-time equivalent, 
of which 3,147 – in the higher education sector, 1,077 – in the public sector, and 
896 – worked in the business sector [22]. Unfortunately, the authors of the study do 
not have access to the information on how many people work in the nano-field and 
business in Latvia. The analysis in this indicator group demonstrates the known prob-
lems with human resources, as evidenced by the previously analysed indicators in the 
groups of economic, social and technical indicators, which show that workers “drain” 
from the R&D sector due to the lack of motivation compared to other EU countries.

At the meso level, the government procurement of advanced technology pro-
ducts is of importance in the group of scientific indicators. The implementation of 
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public procurement is essential for the development of both business and public in-
stitutions (such as research institutions, centres, incubators, prototype laboratories 
and experimental facilities).  If the results of the procurement contest are appealed, 
a particular research institution cannot implement the future plans for the implemen-
tation of the product or services in a certain project until the decision on the lega-
lity of the procurement procedure is made by the Procurement Monitoring Bureau 
of the Republic of Latvia. To reflect public procurement activities of Latvia in the 
nano-field, the authors have collected data for the period of 2014–2016 on the re-
sults published by the Procurement Monitoring Bureau according to the keyword 
“nano”, procurement subject and procurement winners. According to the publicly 
available information of the Procurement Monitoring Bureau, within this period 32 
procurements were made in the nano-field in Latvia, of which 8 winners were re-
search institutes (Ventspils University College, the University of Daugavpils, Riga 
Stradins University, the University of Latvia, Riga Technical University, Agency of 
the University of Latvia “Institute of Physics of the University of Latvia”, Latvian 
State Institute of Wood Chemistry and state research institute – derived public entity 
“Institute of Electronics and Computer Science”), one winner – commercial company 
POLYMERS Ltd. and autonomous body governed by public law – Public Utilities 
Commission [23]. It should also be noted that according to the Global Competitive-
ness Report 2016–2017, Latvia was ranked 98th out of 138 countries in the world [1] 
by the indicator characterising innovation – government procurement of advanced 
technology products –, which shows that there is not enough public funding in in-
novation development that is also confirmed by public funding in R&D analysed in 
previous studies, low indicator of university-industry collaboration in R&D, human 
resources and other issues.

As the final indicator in this group at the meso level, the authors have included 
statistics on the creation of new research working group, which means that in 2014 10 
working groups were established in Latvia within the framework of the EU Structural 
Funds [24]. The latest statistical data are not available to the authors of the study, as 
well as comparative statistical information on other countries.

At the same time, the authors also acknowledge that the indicators proposed at 
the meso level deserve deeper study in order to assess the potential and find concep-
tual solutions to R&D activities by determining science and technology strategies at 
the national level in the future.

At the micro or enterprise level, the authors put forward the following indica-
tors in the group of scientific indicators: the number of start-up companies in alliance 
with universities and valorisation indicators, as well as ratio of employees involved 
in research and innovation activities.

The number of people employed in science, research, technological develop-
ment and innovation is too small in Latvia, as well as there is insufficient renewal of 
the personnel involved in these areas and limited funding. The research, technologi-
cal development and especially innovation infrastructure are underdeveloped. As a 
result, there is a small number of spin offs and start-up companies based on develop-
ments in the public research sector [25]. According to the Global Competitiveness 
Report 2016–2017, Latvia has been ranked 99th out of 138 countries in the world by 
the availability of scientists and engineers [1], which also justifies and complements 
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the previously analysed information. The afore-mentioned problem proves that the 
disproportionately low proportion of basic funding in R&D does not contribute to a 
strategic and science-intensive development of the country and, accordingly, entre-
preneurship in Latvia. 

Start-up companies and the valorisation process in the area of nanotechnologies 
are of high scientific and practical significance. Currently, the studies and statistical 
development tendencies show that both the higher education sector and the business 
sector receive investments in R&D. The analysis [26] shows that some universities 
actively participate in valorisation, business incubator creation, establish innovative 
centres and perform other activities [27], [28]. The loans issued from banks to non-
bank institutions to professional, scientific and technical services in Latvia in 2017Q2 
are one of the lowest; however, the activities of enterprises in the nano-field can be in-
tegrated into construction, after supply and waste management and other areas as well 
[29]. According to the public information available at the Labs of Latvia – a start-up 
community platform, the problems of Latvian tech start-up ecosystem are the follow-
ing: insufficient external networking, lack of smart money, weak deal flow, funding 
gap, technical skills and knowledge, unique ideas, entrepreneurial skillset etc. [30].

Despite the fact that according to the Global Competitiveness Report 2016–
2017 Latvia ranked only 96th out of 138 countries in the world by the market size 
with relatively small population and other previously described problems, as well as 
taking into account the transition of Latvia from the efficiency-driven stage to inno-
vation-driven stage [1], Latvia can boast of five start-ups in the nano-field – Catalyco 
(early stage), Naco Technologies (existed), Nano 55 (early stage), Nano RAY-T (early 
stage) NanoOptoMetrics (early stage) [30]. Despite the problems encountered in sci-
ence, business development and cooperation in the nano-field in Latvia, the authors 
believe that, according to the experience and fundamental research carried out by Lat-
vian research institutes and enterprises, Latvia has untapped potential for improving 
existing materials, production, technology methods and developing new innovations 
in high-technology and the medium-high-technology industry, which determines the 
efficient use of products in a particular economic sector, promotes the development 
of science-intensive production and interdisciplinarity of research.

The final scientific indicator at the micro level is the ratio of employees in-
volved in research and innovation activities that illustrates the ratio of employees 
working in research (see at the meso level) to those working in the field of innovation. 
Unfortunately, data on employment in the field of innovation are not made public. 
Taking into account the position of Latvia among other countries in the world by 
the pillars of labour market efficiency, business sophistication and innovation of the 
Global Competitiveness Report 2016–2017 [1], the innovative performance of Latvia 
in the development of the nanotechnology and smart materials industry is still at the 
developing stage, which is influenced by the factors analysed above.

Referring to the previous research on scientific indicators at all levels, it can 
be concluded that the indicators characterising the development of scientific research 
are closely related to the amount of funding allocated to the research activity (see 
assessment in the group of economic indicators [2]) and the number of people em-
ployed in science. Although the scientific development indicators of Latvia in com-
parison with other countries of the world are average, the performance of scientific 
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development indicators actually corresponds to the amount of financing invested in 
science and even would be higher if public funding in R&D were at the level of de-
veloped countries of the EU. Despite the problems encountered in the development 
of Latvian science, in general, science in Latvia is considered to be sufficiently ac-
tive and innovation-driven, although it is at the developing stage. Thus, the analysis 
of the indicators characterising the development of the scientific environment indi-
cates the potential for research development, directions for attracting investment and 
the need for state funding in order to find conceptual solutions, increase competitive-
ness and potential opportunities for improving the performance of the research and 
innovation environment.

3. CONCLUSION

1. Within the framework of the development of the system of engineering 
economic indicators, scientific indicators have been identified at the mac-
ro, micro, and meso development levels and assessed at the level of Latvia 
and compared with those of other countries in the world, if applicable to 
the nano-field in science and entrepreneurship.

2. The analytical assessment of scientific indicators substantiates and can 
indicate the competitiveness and productivity of each country, as well as 
in the age of new technologies and digital revolution highlights the im-
portance of high quality higher education, skilled labour force, R&D level 
and innovation development for any economy. High-quality research in-
stitutions can create fundamental knowledge necessary for the develop-
ment of new technologies, while universities in cooperation with the in-
dustry can modernise simple production processes and create additional 
added value for existing products.

3. In the field of nanotechnologies and nanoscience at the macro develop-
ment level, the level of scientific excellence and the development of its 
productivity in a particular economy can be assessed using the following 
indicators: the total number of citations to nano-articles; average citation 
per nano-article; number and quality of publications and studies by sci-
ence sectors; national priority in nanoscience; number of nano-articles per 
million people; share of international cooperation in nanoscience; number 
of nano-articles per GDP. The analysis and comparison of these indica-
tors with other countries of the world indicate that the development and 
performance of Latvia in this group of scientific indicators is considered 
average, and there are still factors hindering the development of scientific 
research in Latvia.

4. The scientific indicators analysed at the meso level describe the national 
(Latvia’s) level of science and research capacity and provide data for the 
promotion of the national development in accordance with the extent of 
nano-industry and science development at the local level. It should be 
noted that in this group of indicators, the authors have encountered the 
lack of availability of data on projects implemented in Latvia in the field 
of innovative materials production and high technology in the nano-field, 
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number of employees in the field of nanoscience and entrepreneurship, 
as well as the lack of current statistics on the creation of new scientific 
research working groups. Based on publicly available information, the 
analysis demonstrates the ongoing human resource problems in Latvia. 
According to the assessment performed and the findings revealed in this 
discipline, the authors propose that the evaluation of the effectiveness of 
fundamental and applied research projects in specific sectors of the na-
tional economy should be ensured at the national (Latvia’s) level.

5. A disproportionately low proportion of base financing in R&D does not 
contribute to strategic and science-intensive development and entrepre-
neurship in Latvia. Thus, the indicators identified at the micro level de-
monstrate the capacities of the domestic producers, the capital capacity of 
entrepreneurs and the degree of readiness for the development and use of 
the next generation of nano-technologies.

6. The analysis of the conducted research, its main results and the conclu-
sions formulated substantiate the need to continue the research on the 
development possibilities of nanotechnologies and advanced materials 
industries in science and entrepreneurship in Latvia in several directions, 
by reducing the factors hindering the development of scientific research in 
Latvia, envisaging environmentally-friendly solutions in the development 
of many industries and promoting the development of science-intensive 
production, as well as ensuring interdisciplinarity of research.
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NANOTEHNOLOĢIJU UN VIEDO MATERIĀLU INDUSTRIJAS  
ATTĪSTĪBA ZINĀTNES UN UZŅĒMĒJDARBĪBAS JOMĀS: 

ZINĀTNISKIE RĀDĪTĀJI. LATVIJAS PIEREDZE (TREŠĀ DAĻA)

S. Geipele, I. Geipele, L. Kauskale, N. Zeltins, T. Staube, E. Pudzis

K o p s a v i l k u m s

Dotais zinātniskais pētījums ir turpinājums jau diviem nopublicētajiem 
pētījumiem par padziļinātu un atsevišķu inženierekonomisko rādītāju sistēmas 
grupu izpēti, kurā autori apkopo zinātniskā pētījuma gaitā iegūtos rezultātus 
nanotehnoloģiju un viedo materiālu industrijas attīstības līmeņa noteikšanai un 
paaugstināšanai zinātnē un uzņēmējdarbības jomā Latvijā. Pētījums ietver zinātnisko 
rādītāju izvērtējumu Latvijas makro, mezo un mikro ekonomiskās vides attīstības 
līmeņos, kā arī izstrādāto zinātnisko rādītāju salīdzinājumu ar pasaules, tai skaitā 
Eiropas, valstīm, ja dati bija pieejami. Pētījuma rezultāti norāda uz zinātnisko 
rādītāju aktualitāti un potenciālu, ja tiks atrisinātas pētījumā konstatētās problēmas.

20.09.2017.
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A full bridge converter with electrolytic capacitor on the dc bus is a 
widely used approach for a single phase interface for renewable energy source 
generation or energy storage integration in the utility grid. New wide bandgap 
devices enable higher switching frequency, higher efficiency and higher power 
density. In the paper, the authors introduce the challenges associated with an 
increase in switching frequency of a single phase inverter and implementation 
of wide bandgap GaN-based transistors instead of traditional Si-based tran-
sistors. The low gate threshold voltage of GaN transistor and unique reverse 
conduction behaviour require different driving circuit. The design of the driver  
circuit and other practical issues are analysed in the paper. The paper also  
presents some practical results. The research results can be useful to avoid 
mistakes by designing GaN-based power converters as these devices become 
increasingly interesting for commercial applications.    

Keywords: energy storage, GaN transistor, high frequency power con-
verter, microinverter, wide bandgap devices

1. INTRODUCTION

Wide bandgap (WBG) semiconductors such as Silicon Carbide (SiC) and Gal-
lium Nitride (GaN) provide advantages over conventional Silicon (Si) power de-
vices, as shown in Fig. 1. Higher breakdown field of a WBG semiconductor allows 
for devices to be optimised with thinner drift regions, resulting in power devices 
with lower specific on-resistance [1]. High electron mobility of GaN allows reduc-
ing on-resistance of transistors. This allows achieving high current capability with 
smaller die; therefore, input and output capacitances are lower than in the case of 
Si transistors (Table 1). Lower capacitance means that faster switching on and off is 
possible. Material properties of GaN semiconductors result in a device with lower 
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on-resistance and switching losses than a Si-based semiconductor with comparable 
voltage and current capabilities. 

In high power density and high efficiency power electronics applications with 
power ratings around several kilowatts, wide bandgap semiconductors are progres-
sively replacing Si MOSFETs [2] due to the improved switching performance and 
lower switching losses. The comparison of the main parameters of GaN transistor 
GS66516B and Si IPT65R033G7 is given in Table 1; the data are taken from the on-
line electronic part catalogue (www.mouser.com). Both semiconductors have quite 
similar breakdown voltages and nominal current; therefore, other parameters should 
also be analysed in order to choose the transistor that is appropriate for implementa-
tion in the switching converter. Si-based transistors have significantly larger output 
capacitance and bad reverse recovery behaviour of the body diode. In contrast, GaN 
semiconductors feature much smaller output capacitance and do not suffer from re-
verse recovery, thus allowing one to achieve higher efficiency, especially, at high 
switching frequency and in hard switching topologies. The main reason why GaN 
transistors are not widely used is a significantly higher price and a lack of know-
ledge of engineers about the right schematic, layout design, EMI, passive component 
selection and calculation for higher frequencies, etc. to get benefit from using GaN 
transistors.

Table 1
Comparison of GaN and Si-Based Transistors

Symbol

  

Value Parameter

GS66516B IPT65R033G7 transistor

VDS 650 700 V drain source voltage

RDS(on), TJ=25℃ 25 29 mΩ drain to source on  
resistance

RDS(on), 
TJ=150℃ 65 72 mΩ drain to source on  

resistance

VGS(th) 1.3 3.5 V gate to source voltage 
threshold

VGS(max) -10 … +7 -20 … +20 V maximum gate to source 
voltage

CISS 500 5000 pF input capacitance

QG 12.1 110 nC total gate charge

QGD 3.4 35 nC gate to drain charge

QGS 4.4 27 nC gate to source charge

QRR 0 9 µC reverse recovery charge

40 13 € price
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Fig. 1. Comparison of different types of transistor materials [3].

2. GATE DRIVER DESIGN

As can be seen in Table 1, GaN transistors typically come with much lower 
gate charge QG compared to similarly rated Si MOSFETs. Therefore, GaN semicon-
ductors are a promising way to increase the switching frequency without suffering 
high additional power losses. The gate control of GaN transistors significantly dif-
fers from typical silicon Si MOSFETs. One of the main differences in terms of gate 
control is the gate threshold voltage VGS(th), the gate plateau and the maximum gate 
voltage VGS(max). As can be seen in Table 1, the maximum gate voltage VGS is much 
lower than in Si MOSFETs, but anyway most GaN FETs are not fully turned on until 
VGS reaches about 4 V [4]. To turn off the GaN transistor, the gate voltage must be 
kept below the minimum gate threshold voltage, which is 1.3 V in this case. This 
can be a challenge in topologies where the GaN semiconductor drain is exposed to 
a high dv/dt or the GaN transistor can be switched on from the EMI voltage spikes 
on the gate. 

Fig. 2. GaN transistor GS66508P reverse bias characteristics [5].
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To increase driver circuit stability against EMI and to increase dv/dt immu-
nity, negative VGS can be applied when the transistor is in off state. The enhance-
ment-mode GaN transistors have specific behaviour: they do not have internal body 
diode but when the gate is turned off and drain is negative with respect to source, 
the GaN transistor conducts current from source to drain. The reverse bias charac-
teristics of GaN transistor can be seen in Fig. 2. Applying a negative gate voltage to 
the transistor increases the voltage drop between source and drain during dead-time 
conduction. This voltage drop decreases efficiency of the converter; therefore, large 
negative voltage is not desirable. Even with precise dead-timing, the large voltage 
drop from drain to source still results in a significant variation of the bootstrap vol-
tage [4]; therefore, bootstrap voltage source for driver is not preferable in this case. 

Larger forward voltage drop of GaN transistors compared to MOSFETs du-
ring dead-time conduction produces additional power losses. Manufacturers of GaN 
semiconductors advise short dead-timing control to improve efficiency or add ex-
ternal anti-parallel fast Schottky diode [6]. Loss measurements have been carried 
out for switching converter with a negative gate voltage of GaN transistors in [7], 
[8]. Usually, in the scientific papers a gate drive which keeps the device turned off 
by applying zero volt to the gate to reduce losses during dead time, but for high fre-
quency switching converter such design cannot be suitable as the energy stored in 
the parasitic loop inductance and the dv/dt stress are high. In the present paper, an 
approach to use -3V negative gate voltage VGS(off) is demonstrated in order to increase 
reliability of the converter despite the fact that there will be additional power losses. 
As can be seen in Table 1, there are no reverse recovery losses during switching; 
therefore, the required dead time is short.
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Fig. 3. The schematic of the developed driver.

There are only a few gate driver integrated circuits on the market that fit the 
requirements of GaN transistors. The LM5113 is a good solution for GaN transistors 
in applications below 100 V. Silicon Labs produces isolated gate driver integrated 
circuits that are suitable for GaN devices, compatible with voltages in the kV range. 
The digital isolation in these drivers is based on radio frequency; therefore, driver 
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has high common-mode transient immunity. Although common-mode transient im-
munity of driver is high, the printed circuit board should be designed very carefully 
to limit stray inductances and capacitances.

Figure 3 shows schematic of the driver circuit. As gate driver Si8261 inte-
grated circuit is used, isolated DC-DC converter is used as power supply for both 
low side and high side driver circuits because in the case of non-isolated gate driver 
gate current flows through parasitic inductance LS (Fig. 4) causing grounding prob-
lems. To protect gate from voltage spikes above threshold or maximum rating Zener 
diodes should be applied between G and S terminals, pull down resistor R1 equal to 
10 kΩ should be connected to prevent false turn on. Gate resistors with RG(on) = 10 Ω 
and RG(off) = 5 Ω are used for turn-on and turn-off processes. If zero voltage is used 
to turn off, the transistor diode with low voltage drop should be used to provide suc-
cessful turn off of the transistor.

Gate drive impedance (RG and LG) is critical for turn off; therefore, the gate 
needs to be held down as strong as possible with minimum impedance. Miller effect 
is more prominent at 650V than 100V design due to higher dv/dt. The equivalent 
circuit during turn off of the transistor is shown in Fig. 4. To minimise parasitic gate 
inductance, the driver should be placed as close as possible to the transistor gate. 
As GaN transistors have extremely low QG and drive loss 0603 SMD resistors can 
be used and driver placed near the gate. Gate resistor allows determining switching 
speed. High value of RG(on) slows down switching and increases loss, whereas too 
small RG(on) leads to high dv/dt that can cause gate oscillations and additional losses. 
High dv/dt causes high common mode currents; therefore, it is important to mini-
mise coupling capacitances of isolated power supply and use a gate driver with high 
common mode transient immunity. 

D
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LG

LD

LCS

LS

iG(off)

CDS

Rdriver

Fig. 4. The equivalent circuit of GaN transistor with a driver during turning off.

3. THE EXPERIMENTAL PROTOTYPE

In order to test the performance of 650 V GaN transistors, a full bridge inverter 
with LC filter has been designed (Fig. 5). The converter consists of four GS66508P 
GaN transistors. These transistors have package with low inductance of inner con-
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nections, the device is bottom side cooled, so the thermal vias should be introduced 
into PCB and heat sink placed from the opposite side of the PCB; the proper cooling 
design is described in [9].  
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Fig. 5. AC single phase inverter with GaN transistors. 

Figure 6 shows a photo of GaN-based inverter prototype; capacitive leg of 
the full bridge inverter consist of 1 mF electrolytic capacitor and additional ceramic 
capacitors close to the connection to the transistors. The PCB is intended to extend 
inverter functionality with a possibility to integrate renewable energy source and 
energy storage by using single stage quasi Z source topology that is analysed in 
[10]–[12].  The radiator is placed on the opposite side of the PCB. For the control 
of the inverter STM32F4 microcontroller was used. For measurement of the current 
the PCB was extended with a wire to be able to impose oscilloscope current clamp. 
This additional parasitic inductance introduced significant current ripple; therefore, 
this loop was removed.

 

 
GaN 

transistors

DriversDrivers

 
Fig. 6. Photo of the experimental prototype: top side and bottom side of the PCB.

The measurement of the signals of the high frequency GaN power converter 
is really challenging because any measurement has some impact on measurement 
results. Some measurement solutions are given in [13], one of the methods to avoid 
impact on the operation of the converter is to use the calorimetric measurement 
method. The performance of GaN transistor by using a calorimetric method is  
measured in [14], [15]. The simple temperature measurement (Fig. 7) via a thermal 
imaging camera was used to make a relative assessment of efficiency improvement 
or decrease by changing parameters.
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Fig. 7. Thermal image of GaN transistors (temperature in Fahrenheit).

4. THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

 As can be seen in Fig. 2, in reverse conduction region the losses are sig-
nificant; therefore all of the traditional modulation methods (unipolar, asymmetrical 
unipolar, bipolar) but with using of synchronous rectification and for efficiency im-
provement dead time should be as short as possible. For hard switching dead time 
set in PWM from a microcontroller should be larger than the worst-case propagation 
delay difference plus gate turn on and turn off delay difference that is typically equal 
to ± 5 ns [16] and varies with the value of RG. Figure 8 shows driver input and output 
signals. Driver turn on delay is equal to 40 ns but turn off delay is equal to 30 ns and 
this corresponds to the information in Si8261 datasheet [17]. In [17] the worst-case 
propagation delay is given and it is equal to 25 ns. It means that for practical applica-
tions the dead time must be set larger than 30ns and plus some safety margin. In the 
scientific papers for 650 V GaN transistors dead time is usually in the range from 40 
to 120 ns and this is mainly determined by the driver delay.

Fig. 8. Oscillogram of the driver input and output signals. 

 
VGATE1 VGATE2

0

Fig. 9. Signals to the gate with inserted dead time, RG(on) =30 Ω.
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 VGATE1 VGATE2

Fig. 10. Signals to the gate with small dead time, RG(on) =10 Ω.

As can be seen in Figs. 9 and 10, the gate resistor determines how fast gate 
capacitance is charged and how fast GaN transistor is switched on and off. As can be 
seen in Figs. 9 and 10, 30 Ω does not allow using all benefits from fast switching of 
GaN transistor and switching losses will be high. Too small gate resistor can lead to 
high dv/dt that causes EMI problems. In this case, gate resistance is selected equal to 
10 Ω as compromise between both cases.

The dead time was changed and temperature of GaN transistors was measured 
to determine the most efficient dead time. Although these measurements give only a 
very approximate idea about losses, they can provide a comparative analysis. As the 
difference between driver turn off and turn on delays is equal to 10 ns (Fig. 8), the 
most efficient dead time generated from a microcontroller in temperature measure-
ments is 0 ns since the dead time equal to 10 ns will be on the driver output (Fig. 10) 
due to driver delay and this dead time is enough for GaN transistor switching transi-
tions. The impact of dead time on the efficiency of GaN transistors is also analysed 
in [4], [6], [7], [16]. In the literature, it is proposed to use 0 ns dead time for switch-
ing on and about 30 ns dead time for switching off, but the analysis is provided for 
driver with 0V turn off voltage. Different turn off and turn on dead time is more 
complicated to implement as in microcontrollers there is usually no such a choice 
to set different dead time. Optimal dead time also varies depending on current, duty 
cycle and other parameters; therefore, the selection of optimal dead time is a compli-
cated task, especially, in inverter as the current varies during the time.  In practical 
applications, the worst-case driver delay difference should be taken into account and 
dead time should be at least 30 ns.  

Fig. 11. Oscillogram of the load current a) with 170 kHz and small dead time; b) with 350 kHz and 
higher dead time.
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Fig. 12. Oscillogram of drain to source voltage.

 Figure 11 shows waveforms of output current. The inverter is tested in the 
open loop condition without any feedback. The temperature measured during an 
increase in switching frequency shows a decrease in efficiency. The results of Little 
Box Challenge show that optimal frequency that reduces volume of passive compo-
nents but does not significantly increase volume of heatsink is in the range from 80 
to 200 kHz [18]. The dead time also influences waveform of the output sinusoidal 
signal as can be seen in Fig. 11b. If the working frequency is high, the high perfor-
mance microcontroller or FPGA is needed to generate PWM with high resolution.

  Figure 12 shows a waveform of drain-to-source voltage during the switch-
ing operation. Very high dv/dt can be achieved by using GaN transistors. In this 
case, 10 Ω gate resistor was used but this value could be reduced to increase dv/dt 
even more. The challenge is to design proper PCB to deal with such high dv/dt and 
di/dt. The first prototype had a few mistakes that did not allow increasing dv/dt and 
produced some EMI issues. Design of the converter with tight loop and low parasitic 
inductances is very important to get full benefit from GaN transistor applications.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The practical implementation of GaN transistors needs new knowledge, espe-
cially, in high frequency applications. Due to fast transients, decoupling of the vol- 
tage bus has to be done with minimal loop inductance; therefore, the current measure-
ment through transistor can be challenging and calorimetric measurement methods 
can be applied. GaN transistor has no body diode but the channel reverse conduction 
is possible when gate voltage is below threshold voltage. Using 0V voltage to turn 
off is the simplest solution that limits power losses during dead time, but such gate 
voltage does not ensure sufficient safety against the false turn on and limits maxi-
mum dv/dt. Using negative voltage during turn off produces additional losses during 
dead time, the optimum of dead time is complicated to find and mainly minimum 
dead time is determined by the worst-case delay differences of driver circuit. The 
value of the gate resistor determines switching speed – a value less than 10 Ω allows 
increasing dv/dt, but losses in the gate capacitance increase and high dv/dt requires 
proper design of the converter. 
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 GAN TRANSISTORU PIELIETOŠANAS APSVĒRUMI  
MIKROINVERTORĀ ENERĢIJAS UZKRĀJĒJU INTEGRĒŠANAI 

MAIŅSTRĀVAS TĪKLĀ

K. Kroičs, J. Zaķis, A. Suzdaļenko, O. Husevs

K o p s a v i l k u m s

Šajā rakstā apskatīti izaicinājumi, kas jāņem vērā tradicionālos Si tranzistorus, 
aizvietojot ar GaN tranzistoriem un paaugstinot invertora darba frekvenci. Paaugsti-
not darba frekvenci, liela uzmanība ir jāpievērš spiestās plates dizainam, pēc iespējas 
samazinot parazītiskās induktivitātes un kapacitātes. Tranzistoru ieslēgšanās un 
izslēgšanās straujumu var mainīt izvēloties attiecīgu aizvara pretestību: pārāk liela 
pretestība izsauc palielinātus komutācijas zudumus, bet pārāk maza pretestība izsauc 
zudumus aizvara kapacitātes pārlādē, ka arī strauju sprieguma izmaiņu, kas izsauc 
paaugstinātus elektromagnētiskos traucējumus, kā arī pārspriegumus. Tranzistora 
draivera barošanai var tikt izmantots bipolārs vai unipolārs spriegums. Negatīva 
sprieguma izmantošana ļauj pasargāties pret tranzistora kļūdainu atvēršanos, taču 
tranzistora zudumi, strāvai plūstot pretējā virzienā, pieaug. Strāva plūst pretējā 
virzienā laikā, kurā augšējā un apakšējā pleca tranzistori ir neaktīvā stāvoklī. Šāda 
stāvokļa ieviešana ir nepieciešama, lai novērstu īslaicīgu īslēgumu, kas rastos tāpēc, 
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ka tranzistora aizvēršanās process nav momentāns. Šo neaktīvā stāvokļa laiku, 
galvenokārt, nosaka draivera mikroshēmas aiztures laiku izkliede, tāpēc efektivitātes 
uzlabošanai paralēli var tikt pieslēgta ātrdarbīga diode ar mazāku sprieguma kritumu 
nekā GaN tranzistoram. Strāvu un spriegumu mērīšana var ietekmēt pārveidotāja 
darba režīmu, tāpēc ir jāizvēlas atbilstošas mērīšanas metodes. Rakstā ir parādīts uz 
GaN tranzistoriem balstīta invertora prototips un dotas dažas invertora oscilogram-
mas. 

07.09.2017.
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The paper provides the data collected over a three-year period to illus-
trate the dynamic air gap change depending on generation modes of four hy-
dropower generators with similar design. The tests were performed on hydro-
power units at the rated apparent power of 105 MVA and the air gap of 20 mm. 
The results obtained showed that the average air gap change in different modes 
could reach up to 2.1 mm. Around 90 % of air gap change results from thermal 
expansion and 10 % were determined by centrifugal and magnetic forces. In 
coasting mode when the power was switched off and the speed of the genera-
tor decreased, the air gap increased up to 0.7 mm. Attraction forces resulting 
from magnetic phenomena accounted for 0.1–0.6 mm decrease in the air gap.

Keywords: air gap, centrifugal force, hydropower unit, magnetic force.

1. INTRODUCTION

Knowing the exact value of operational air gap is important for two reasons. 
Firstly, applying the correct values of the air gap ensures correct modelling and  
simulation results for the transient parameters of electrical machines [1]. Secondly, it 
provides valuable information for reliability check of the equipment.

When the condition monitoring of the hydropower generator is performed, the 
air gap is measured and evaluated. The evaluation requires comparing the actual air 
gap to its nominal value or the average value. According to the Institute of Electrical 
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) manual p. 8.5.1 [2], air gap variation of ±10 % 
from average is acceptable. It means that for the average air gap value of 20 mm, 
the distance between the rotor pole and stator could be either 18 mm or 22 mm. The 
static air gap of hydropower generator measured during the commissioning stage can 
be close to those required values, but the dynamic air gap measured during operation 
tends to vary more in different operational modes. 

During the early measurements series in 2015, the minimum air gap measured 
on unit No. 1 in mode “Full speed no load  (FSNL) excited 13.8 kV” was 18.1 mm, 
while the maximum air gap in mode “Coasting with 31 % rotational speed of rated 
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speed” was 20.2 mm (see Fig. 4 for more details). The difference between average 
values in those modes was 2.1 mm, but the difference between the minimum and 
maximum value reached 3.64 mm. While the variation of the rotor roundness and 
static air gap due to imperfection of fabrication and balancing was intuitive, the idea 
of the rigid rotor assembly contracting or expanding during operation seemed unre-
alistic and provided motivation for further investigation.

Researchers agree that the dynamic air gap or the operating air gap is diffe-
rent from the static air gap because the rotating assemblies are subject to centrifugal 
and magnetic forces [3]–[4]. The thorough description of stresses of rotating discs 
was addressed in the Journal of Applied Mathematical Modelling [5], but the change 
of the air gap could not be explained by rotor stresses only. Since the air gap is a 
distance measurement between the rotor pole and stator bar, it is affected both by 
rotor and stator movement. Stator does not rotate, but it is subject to thermal expan-
sion effects, and as noted three decades earlier, it is more deformable than rotor and 
yields to a variety of forces [4]. According to Chapter 2.6 [6], the forces in the stator 
frame and foundation are massive, especially during instantaneous changes in gene-
ration modes. Therefore, the objective of the paper was to study simultaneously the 
temperature effects and the impact of centrifugal and magnetic forces on the air gap.

The site measurements showed that the air gap either decreased when the load 
was applied to the generator (see results in Section 4.3) or increased when the speed 
of the generator decreased (see results in Section 4.2), but the main variation was de-
termined by thermal expansion. Indeed, the manufacturers today specify the nominal 
or designed air gap value both for “cold” and “hot” generator in the technical docu-
mentation and the difference between the two could be from 1.5 to 2 mm (for the 
units under study the rated “hot” air gap was 20 mm, and “cold” air gap was 18 mm).

The experimental results of the paper discuss the underlying factors for dy-
namic air gap change and provide some data collected over a three-year period to il-
lustrate the specific air gap values depending on generation modes of four low-speed 
salient pole synchronous generators of the same design. In addition, a comparison of 
the air gap change and vibration results is provided.

2. THEORY

Centrifugal Force

The example of centrifugal force acting on a generator rotor is shown in Fig. 
1. The model given in the handbook [7], which is adapted for particular design of 
units (size of assembly parts and bearing location), is discussed in the study.

The centrifugal force is not a concern of the small perfectly balanced rotating 
articles, but large generators (the units under study had rotor diameter of 11.62 m) 
on site could not realistically have zero unbalance, and therefore there is centrifugal 
force, while the unit rotates. The guidelines [8] provide an example for the ultimate 
situation when “at a runaway speed after a load rejection stresses can be three to four 
times higher than in rated operation”.

The centrifugal force is proportional to the speed of the unit as suggested by 
dynamic equation (1) [9]:
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  (1)

where Fc – centrifugal force, N; m – eccentrically located mass centre of the rotor, kg; 
r – radius from eccentrically located mass to the rotation axis, m; ω – angular speed 
of rotation, rad/s.

Turbine guide bearing

Turbine thrust bearing

Generator guide 
bearing

Generator rotor Centrifugal force

Unbalanced mass

radius

Radial
 stress

Fig.1. Design of the unit and bearing location. Centrifugal force vector acting on hydropower genera-
tor, causing rotor to expand radially.

Following equation (1), as the speed decreases, the centrifugal force decreases. 
The stresses developed due to rotation and centrifugal forces in circular disks are 
circumferential stresses σc and radial stresses σr  [10]–[11]. Considering the direction 
of these stresses, the size of the air gap is affected by the radial stress. Radial stress 
for a rotating solid disk at any radius r is calculated according to equation (2) [11]:

 
,  (2)

where σr – radial stress, N/m2; ρ – density of material, kg/m3; ω – angular speed of 
rotation, rad/s; μ – Poisson’s ratio; r – radius at any point of the disc, m.

Equation (2) shows that at a lower speed the radial stress developed due to the 
centrifugal force decreases because other variables do not change, since the radius 
is calculated from boundary conditions when stresses are zero [10]. Thus, the radial 
stress σr developed in the rotating disc depends only on angular speed ω squared.
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To describe centrifugal force effects, coasting mode (natural deceleration of 
a generator when the power is removed) was studied. In coasting mode, excitation 
is switched off and magnetic forces can be considered negligible, and mainly the 
centrifugal force is acting on the generator rotor. Modes at different rotational speeds 
were analysed, starting from the rated rotational speed until the crawling speed equal 
to ~30 % of rated operational speed was achieved.

Magnetic Force

If there is a change in vibration when the load is applied, it means that there 
are unbalanced electrical exciting forces acting on the generator. Equation (3) for 
magnetic force is given as [7]:

  (3)

where Fm – magnetic force, N; S – section area of the rotor pole, m2 ; μ0 – , 
magnetic constant, also known as Vacuum Permeability, H/m; B – magnetic field, T.

Magnetic force was evaluated by comparing “FSNL excited/ non-excited” 
modes. In “FSNL non-excited” mode there are no magnetic forces acting on the 
generator, while in “FSNL excited” mode there is no current flow in stator windings, 
but magnetic current is produced by the excitation windings [12].

Hydraulic Forces

Synchronous condenser or “condense” mode is compared with “FSNL non-
excited” mode to study the effect of hydraulic forces because in synchronous con-
denser mode there is no water flow affecting the turbine [7]. For the present study, 
synchronous condenser mode with 0 MVAr reactive power supplied back to the elec-
trical grid was used.

3. EXPERIMENTAL PART

The tests were performed on four 105 MVA, 13.8 kV, 50 Hz hydropower units 
with umbrella-type hydrogenerators. Generator rotors had 68 salient rotor poles, ro-
tor spider with 12 segments, rotation direction – clockwise. Stator had 14.62 m dia-
meter and six segments with 504 stator slots. The rated speed of the units was 88.2 
RPM. Nominal air gap was 20 mm. The design of the unit and bearing location is 
shown in Fig. 1. The design of the generator rotor is demonstrated in Fig. 2. 

The “Meggitt Vibro-Meter air-gap” measurement system ILS730 with sensor 
LS120 (sensitivity 0.3V/mm (±5 %), range 0–33 mm) was used. The value of the 
air gap is measured in Volts and converted to millimetres according to manufac-
turer’s scale. In the earliest experiments of 2014–2016, two air gap sensors were 
used, placed at the top and at the bottom of the stator; in 2017 four sensors were 
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used, placed at the top of the rotor as shown in Fig. 2. Thus, two air gap sensors were 
used for generators No. 1 and No. 2. Four sensors were used for generators No. 3 
and No. 4. Using more sensors allows for better analysis of the dynamic behaviour 
in case of unbalance. Table 1 summarises the history and location of the sensors for 
the present study.

Fig.2. The top view of generator rotor and four air gap sensors (indicated green) are glued at the top 
of the stator. The first rotor pole is indicated red.

Table 1
Sensor Positions for Experiments

No. Year Unit Measurement position
1 2014 No. 1 1 sensor on top
2 2015 No. 1 2 sensors (top and bottom, see Fig. 1 in [13])
3 2015 No. 1 2 sensors on top
4 2016 No. 2

2 sensors (top and bottom)
5 2016 No. 2
6 2017 No. 3

4 sensors on top
7 2017 No. 4

The units are presented in consecutive order in the paper according to mea-
surement dates to meet the confidentiality policy of the owned power plant. The 
results in the following section are provided in the same sequence.

Invasive sensors glued on the stator provide good precision, but the stator 
roundness should be considered when absolute values of the air gap in millimetres 
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are conferred because stators in practice are rarely thoroughly even. Stator roundness 
was checked by attaching an invasive air gap sensor to one of the rotor poles, pla-
cing the measurement equipment inside the rotor for data recording and rotating the 
generator at a crawling speed. As a result, variation of measurement results from four 
sensors could be logically explained. The example of unit No. 3 is provided in Fig. 3, 
where downstream sensor air gap values were always greater than upstream values.

Fig.3. Stator shape, example for Unit No. 3, explaining different results of the air gap obtained from 
different sensors. The downstream sensor readings give the greatest value. Left and right sensor  

readings are the same.

4. RESULTS

The example of change of the average air gap in different generation modes is 
shown in Fig. 4, where the change depending on temperature is also demonstrated. 
Stator core temperature was obtained from the built-in condition monitoring system.

4.1. Temperature Change Effects on the Air Gap

Observations on site and expertise of other researchers investigating air gap 
size [14] suggested that the air gap changed significantly as the stator temperature 
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changed; therefore, the variation of the air gap during the generator warm-up and 
different modes was registered. The results are shown below in Fig. 4 for unit No. 1.
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Fig.4. Air gap change in different operating modes.

The air gap change from temperature is best observed in mode “90 MW, 
0 MVAr”, when no other changes were applied to the unit. Correlation of air gap 
change and temperature change and stator wall movement due to thermal expansion 
was calculated, based on the sample correlation coefficient and the coefficient of 
determination [15]. Results are summarised in Table 2.

Table 2
Correlation of Air Gap Change from Temperature Change and 
Stator Wall Thermal Expansion for Unit No. 1

Correlation of air gap with: Hot air 
T, ⁰C

Cool air  
T, ⁰C

Stator core  
T, ⁰C

Stator frame  
T, ⁰C

Displacement of 
the stator wall 

(relative to stator 
core)

Sample correlation coefficient, r 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.9 0.9

Positively correlated, r > 0? yes

Coefficient of determination 91 % 69 % 91 % 90 % 83 %

Correlation strength strong week strong strong strong

Although correlation measures association rather than causation, Table 1 to-
gether with Fig. 4 provides good evidence that 83 % of air gap growth can be ex-
plained by stator expansive displacement during warm-up, 7 % of air gap growth is 
caused by other thermal expansion phenomena or other underlying factors, and the 
remaining 10 % is determined by forces independent of temperature, such as cen-
trifugal and magnetic forces. 
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4.2. Centrifugal Force Effect on the Air Gap

Figure 3 suggests that especially in coasting mode the change of the air gap 
could not be explained by the temperature change because temperature remains the 
same, while the air gap value grows. As suggested in the theory section, the centrifu-
gal forces are the main factors acting on the generator during the coasting mode. It 
means that in this specific mode the correlation between angular velocity and the air 
gap should be strong. The results of the air gap of units No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3 in 
coasting mode provided in Table 3 justify this statement.

Table 3
Correlation of Air Gap at Speed in Coasting Mode of Units No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3

Unit 
No. 1

Speed, % of rated  
operation Speed, RPM Average air gap,  

top sensor
Average air gap, 
bottom sensor

100 % 88.2 19.00 20.09
64 % 56.6 19.44 20.56
48 % 42.7 19.56 20.68
40 % 35.6 19.59 20.72

Sample correlation coefficient, r -0.99 -0.99
Positively correlated, r > 0? No, negatively correlated
Coefficient of determination 98 % 98 %

Correlation strength strong strong

Unit 
No. 2

Speed, % of rated operation Speed, RPM Average air gap, top 
sensor

Average air gap, 
bottom sensor

100 % 88.0 23.12 24.50
87 % 77.0 23.47 24.85
63 % 56.0 23.69 25.10
52 % 45.5 23.76 25.17
49 % 43.0 23.77 25.18

Sample correlation coefficient, r -0.96 -0.96
Positively correlated, r > 0? No, negatively correlated
Coefficient of determination 92 % 93 %

Correlation strength strong strong

Unit 
No. 3

Speed, % of rated operation Speed, RPM Average air gap of top upstream sensor, mm
60 % 52.9 21.67
50 % 44.1 21.76
44 % 38.8 21.79
39 % 34.4 21.81
35 % 30.9 21.82

Sample correlation coefficient, r -0.97
Positively correlated, r > 0? No, negatively correlated
Coefficient of determination 94 %

Correlation strength strong
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The negative correlation in Table 3 indicates that for this data set a speed 
which is less than the rated speed is strongly associated higher than the designed 
value of the air gap. This is explained by equation (1) since the centrifugal force is 
smaller, when the rotation speed is lower.

Some values obtained for unit No. 2 appeared to be unreasonably large. Since 
the measured value of the air gap depends on earthing quality of the capacitive air 
gap sensor, the real values of air gap of unit No. 2 could be less. Nevertheless, the 
tendency of air gap change due to a decrease in the rotational speed is still conclu-
sive.

4.3. Magnetic Pull Effect on the Air Gap

The difference between modes “FSNL non-excited” and “FSNL excited 13.8 
kV” is distinct in Fig. 3. As soon as the load is applied to the generator, the air gap 
decreases. This is due to the fact that a magnetic phenomenon present in “FSNL 
excited 13.8 kV” mode produces forces of attraction, which act on the rotor and the 
stator. The specific decrease is shown in Table 4 (please see measurement positions 
and measurement years in Table 1).

Table 4
Results of Change in Air Gap in Modes Switching from  
“FSNL non-excited” to “FSNL excited 13.8 kV”

No. Difference, average 
in mm Comments on vibration

1 -0.3

Vibration was approximately the same.
2 -0.3

3 -0.3 and -0.6

4 -0.5

5 -1.1 and -1 
Vibration significantly increased on turbine thrust bearing. Tempera-

ture effects disrupted this experiment because when the mode of 
FSNL 13.8 kV was measured, the generator was still “cold”.

6 -0.1, -0.2, -0.3 Vibration increased both on generator guide bearing and turbine 
thrust bearing.

7 -0.1 and -0.2 Vibration was greater on turbine thrust bearing in “non-excited” 
mode.

4.4. Hydraulic Forces

To evaluate hydraulic effects, “Synchronous condenser” and “FSNL excited 
13.8 kV” modes were chosen so that magnetic pull was similar in both modes, and 
additional unbalance was caused by hydraulic forces in “FSNL excited 13.8 kV” 
mode only. Results are shown in Table 5.
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Table 5
Results of Change in Air Gap and Vibration in Modes  
“Synchronous Condenser” and “FSNL Excited 13.8 kV”

No. Air gap Vibration 

1 No distinctive difference Greater in FSNL excited mode

2 Smaller in FSNL excited mode by 0.3 mm Greater in FSNL excited mode

3 Greater in FSNL excited mode by 0.2 mm No distinctive difference

4 Smaller in FSNL by 0.5 mm Greater in FSNL excited mode

5 Generator was “cold” in one mode, data could 
not be used for comparison Significantly greater in FSNL excited mode

6 No distinctive difference Greater in FSNL excited mode

7 No distinctive difference Significantly greater in FSNL excited mode

Vibration data in Table 5 illustrate that in condenser mode there is no water on 
the turbine, so the vibration values are smaller. Results 6 and 7 are the most informa-
tive because for those generators vibration was much higher in FSNL excited mode 
than in synchronous condenser mode, while air gap remained the same. 

5. DISCUSSION

If the air gap were the same in all operation modes, it would have meant that 
the stator and rotor expanded uniformly. In the example of unit No. 1 in Fig. 3, the 
stator expanded faster than the rotor.

Some displacement data, omitted in the results section, showed that during 
the coasting mode the stator contracted a little bit due to the drop of cooling air flow 
temperature. On the contrary, the hot air did not change and the air gap increased as 
the generator speed decreased – Table 2 showed the strong negative correlation of 
speed and air gap size. The low speed was strongly associated with higher than de-
signed value of the air gap. Equation (1) showed that the higher the speed, the higher 
the centrifugal force. Applying this principle to the coasting mode, at a speed of 43 
RPM, the centrifugal force would be 24 % of the centrifugal force for the generator 
at the rated rotational speed of 88.2 RPM, and at the crawling speed of 34 RPM, the 
centrifugal force would be only 15 % compared to the rated speed. However, when 
less tensile outward forces act on the rotor poles, the rotor of hydropower generator 
could contract up to 0.7 mm during the crawling speed compared to its size in the 
rated operation.

Although the attraction forces resulting from magnetic phenomena are con-
sidered to be large [4], [16], the difference of the air gap after the load applied to the 
generator was not more than 0.6 mm. This is a little bit less than 1 mm (the value 
suggested by early developers of air gap measurement systems [4]).
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6. CONCLUSIONS

1. The air gap growth during operation proved to be determined by stator 
expansive displacement during warm-up in the first place. The thermal 
expansion effects caused 90 % of the air gap variation.

2. In coasting mode the air gap growth proved to be determined by the de-
crease in speed of the generator and decrease of centrifugal force and 
resulting radial stress. The increase of the air gap up to 0.7 mm was regis-
tered at the crawling speed compared to the rated speed of rotation. 

3.  Magnetic phenomena accounted for 0.1–0.6 mm air gap change for the 
generators with nominal air gap of 20 mm. When magnetic forces were 
applied, the air gap became smaller due to attraction forces.

4. Hydraulic forces had no effect on the air gap during the present study. 
The change of turbine bearing vibration remained the best indicator of 
hydraulic force effects.
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HIDROAGREGĀTA ĢENERATORA DINAMISKĀS GAISA SPRAUGAS 
IZMAIŅAS TERMISKĀS IZPLEŠANĀS, CENTRBĒDZES UN 

MAGNĒTISKO SPĒKU IETEKMĒ

M. Čerpinska, R. Elmanis-Helmanis

K o p s a v i l k u m s

Darbā ir apkopoti rezultāti, kas iegūti četriem vienādas uzbūves hidroagregātu 
ģeneratoriem triju gadu laikā, pētot dinamiskās gaisa spraugas izmaiņas, atkarībā 
no darba režīmiem. Pārbaudes veiktas hidroagregātiem ar nominālo pilno 105 MVA 
jaudu un 20 mm gaisa spraugu. Iegūtie rezultāti liecina, ka gaisa sprauga dažādos 
darba režīmos var vidēji izmainīties par 2.1 mm. Aptuveni 90% no gaisa spraugas 
izmaiņas ir skaidrojamas ar termiskās izplešanās procesu, bet 10% ir skaidrojamas 
ar centrbēdzes un magnētisko spēku ietekmi. Izskrējiena režīmā, kad slodze tiek 
noņemta, un rotācijas ātrums pakāpeniski samazinās, gaisa spraugas palielinājums 
var būt līdz 0.7 mm. Magnētisko pievilkšanās spēku ietekmē gaisa spraugas 
samazinājums var būt no 0.1 līdz 0.6 mm.

04.07.2017.
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The paper presents the research on evaluation of accuracy of magnetic 
field calculations of synchronous reluctance motor in comparison with the re-
sults obtained in experiments. Magnetic field calculations are performed with 
the finite element method to determine values of the magnetic flux and electro-
magnetic torque according to the current value in motor stator and load angle 
between the rotor direct-axis and axis of stator magnetomotive force (MMF). 
Experimental values of magnetic flux and electromagnetic torque are obtained 
on motor with locked rotor while equivalent direct current is applied to the sta-
tor windings. The research shows that the results obtained from the magnetic 
field calculations coincide well with the experimental data.

Keywords: electromagnetic torque, magnetic field calculations, mag-
netic flux, synchronous reluctance motor

1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays it is obvious that the intensity of usage of electrical machines in-
creases as well as specific electromagnetic loads. It sets higher requirements for ac-
curacy of calculations for electrical machines, as well as for the study of magnetic 
field that can be achieved taking into account detailed geometry of the machine and 
magnetic circuit saturation. It is also important to determine whether the results of 
magnetic field numerical calculations comply with real experimental data.

Various methods can be applied for magnetic field calculation in electrical ma-
chines, but the simplest way for considering magnetic circuit saturation is to perform 
numerical calculations based on Maxwell equations [1]. Since the energy conversion 
process mainly takes place in the active part of the electrical machine, it allows per-
forming magnetic field calculations in two-dimensional space, i.e., magnetic field 
induction B and intensity H vary in radial and tangential directions, while in axial 
direction of machine their values remain constant.

The most frequently used method for magnetic field calculation is the finite 
element method FEM [2]–[10]. The benefits of FEM compared to other methods are 
the following: the possibility to define the object of any form; the ability to change 
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the discretization for different areas in order to obtain higher accuracy of calcula-
tions with finer mesh, and the possibility to define the boundary conditions of any 
length limits.

Magnetic field calculation using the finite element method allows determining 
the main parameters of electrical machine – magnetic flux, electromagnetic torque, 
values of magnetic induction in different parts of magnetic circuit, armature reaction 
inductive reactance and other parameters.

In the paper magnetic field calculations are performed for the synchronous re-
luctance motor (SRM), and in order to determine their accuracy the obtained results 
are compared to the experimental data. 

2. THEORETICAL RESEARCH OF SYNCHRONOUS 
RELUCTANCE MOTOR 

Within the framework of the research, low-speed synchronous reluctance mo-
tor SRM presented in Fig. 1 is used as the experimental object. Such motors are used 
in control systems of nuclear power stations if the motor is connected to 1–1.5 Hz 
AC power supply [11]. Parameters of the experimental motor are listed below:

the stator outer diameter   D = 110 mm;
the stator package length   l = 222 mm;
the air gap value   δ = 1.3 mm;
the Carter coefficient   kc =1.2;
the number of pole pairs   p = 2;
the number of phases   m = 3;
the number of windings in phase    w = 200;
the winding coefficient      kw = 0.935;
the number of stator teeth      Z = 24; 
the value of nominal current      I1= 10.8A. 

                                        
Fig.1. SRM construction.
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All the required information about magnetic field of the electrical machine, 
including real saturation of magnetic circuit, can be obtained performing magneto-
static field calculations based of Maxwell equations [2], [12]. 

Magnetostatic fields are produced by steady state currents, and magnetic field 
can be described using the following equations: 

  (1)

  (2)

  (3)

where H  is the magnetic field intensity;
 B  is the magnetic field induction;
 j  is the current density;
 μ  is the magnetic permeability;
 μ0  is the permeability constant (μ0=4π⋅10-7, H/m).

Magnetic flux of one pole of electrical machine can be defined as integral (4) 
in air gap for area S1 which corresponds to one pole of electrical machine.

  (4)

where  B1  is the magnetic induction in air gap;
 S1  is the surface corresponding to one pole.

The magnetic flux Φ curves for different values of current can be used to cal-
culate voltage U1 by using the amplitude values of the first harmonic of the magnetic 
flux Φ1 

  (5)

where  E1  is the phase EMF generated by the first harmonic of the magnetic flux;
 f  is the frequency of the current I1;
 w  the number of windings in phase;  
 kw  is the winding coefficient.

Functions Φ=f(I1) that are obtained for load angles Δ=0o and Δ=90o between 
the rotor direct-axis and axis of stator MMF represent magnetization curves respec-
tively by direct-axis and quadrature-axis of the machine. Using these curves, it is 
possible to calculate direct-axis and quadrature-axis armature reaction inductive re-
actance xad and xaq, respectively. Armature reaction inductive reactance xad and xaq 
can be used in order to calculate electromagnetic torque value Tem using equation (6) 
[11], [13].
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(6)

where  xad  is direct-axis armature reaction inductive reactance;
 xaq  is quadrature-axis armature reaction inductive reactance;
 Ω is the angular rotation frequency.

Numerical calculation of two-dimensional magnetic field is based on a grid 
surface that is perpendicular to the shaft of the machine. The assumption is used that 
the length l of the machine is divided into n layers. Each layer has a thickness bsl 
equal to l divided by n. Since the stator slots are skewed by a stator tooth pitch those 
layers are rotated by an angle α/n relative to one another, where α corresponds to a 
total angle of the slot skew (Fig. 2).

α 
l

bsl

Fig.2. Graphical illustration of the skewed stator teeth (l – stator package length, α – total angle of 
the slot skew, bsl – thickness of the skew corresponding to tooth pitch). Magnetic field calculations 
for the current task are performed by using calculations based on the finite element method. These 

calculations are performed through magnetostatic field simulations in QuickField software. This is a 
two-dimensional finite element analysis system from Tera Analysis [14].

In Fig. 3, the results of magnetic field calculations in QuickField software 
are represented as magnetic field lines corresponding to direct-axis when load angle 
Δ=0o and to quadrature-axis when load angle Δ=90o.

Fig.3. Depiction of magnetic field of SRM corresponding to (a) direct-axis and (b) quadrature-axis.
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 Figure 4 demonstrates magnetic flux curves for current values I1=4 A and 
I1=12 A, where load angle Δ varies within the range of 10o to 80o. These curves show 
both theoretically obtained values and experimental values measured with measu-
ring windings 1–13. Experimental research of synchronous reluctance motor is  
described in Chapter 3 of the paper.

Curves given in Fig. 4 indicate that magnetic flux of the electrical machine 
depends not only on current value I1, but also on the operation mode, which is rep-
resented in form of angle Δ.

Fig.4. Values of magnetic flux for different values of current I1 and load angle Δ
 calculated values,  experimental values.

 Magnetic flux curves for different values of current I1, when load angle Δ=0° 
and Δ=90°, are shown in Fig. 5 and can be used to calculate direct-axis and quadra-
ture-axis armature reaction inductive reactance xad and xaq, respectively.
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Theoretical and experimental values of electromagnetic torque are presented 
in Fig. 6.

Values of electromagnetic torque are calculated using Maxwell stress ten-
sor [15]. The electromagnetic torque is described with surface integral (7) over the 
closed surface S in the middle of the motor air gap.

  (7)

where  Tem is the electromagnetic torque;
 n  is the normal vector of the point on the closed surface S;
 r  is the radius-vector of the point on the closed surface S;
 t  is the tangent vector of the point on the closed surface S;
 Bn  is the normal component of the magnetic flux density;
 Bt  is the tangential component of the magnetic flux density.

Fig.5. Magnetic flux values for load angle Δ=0° and Δ=90°
 calculated values,  experimental values.
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Fig.6. Electromagnetic torque curves for different values of current I1 for SRM with locked rotor
calculated values, experimental values.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH OF SYNCHRONOUS  
RELUCTANCE MOTOR 

Theoretical calculation results obtained earlier can be confirmed by conduc-
ting experiment on the motor with locked rotor. Magnetic flux is measured with 
miliwebermeter. For the machine with rotating magnetic field magnetic flux Φ and 
voltage U1=E1 are periodically variable parameters that can be determined by using 
measuring windings, placed on pole pitch τ where EMF E1 is induced. In order to 
obtain the variation in time of magnetic flux Φ which is generated by the EMF, it is 
required to place n measuring windings on rotor as it is shown in Fig. 7.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

d q d

τ 

Fig.7. Experimental SRM measuring winding placement scheme. 
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Equivalent direct current 12 II ⋅==  is applied to the stator phase windings 
of researched SRM with locked rotor. The first harmonic of magnetomotive force 
generated by the direct current I= for the motor with locked rotor must be equal to 
the first harmonic of the magnetomotive force generated by the alternating current I1 
flowing in all 3 phases of the stator phase windings when the rotor rotates [13], [16].

By measuring magnetic flux Φ passing through areas 1–13 covered by mea-
suring windings (Fig. 7) for different I1 values, variable magnetic flux Φ for one half-
period is obtained. Curves corresponding to magnetic flux Φ obtained by calculations 
and experiments are shown in Figs. 4 and 5.

Electromagnetic torque curves as function Tem=f(Δ) can be experimentally ob-
tained by using motor with locked rotor, when stator windings are supplied with DC 
current I=. Direct current I= flowing through the stator windings creates magnetic flux 
that interacts with permanent magnets and holds the rotor in the certain position. For 
the creation of static moment on the rotor the weight is applied to the rotor. Under 
the impact of the torque the rotor rotates at a certain angle that can be read from a 
disk with graduated scale. The value of rotor rotating angle depends on the weight 
suspended to the rotor.

Calculated and experimental electromagnetic torque curves are shown in 
Fig. 6. These curves show that theoretical and experimental results have decent com-
patibility. 

4. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results obtained within the framework of conducted research, the 
following conclusions can be drawn:

1. Magnetic flux curves and electromagnetic torque curves, as well as ar-
mature reaction inductive reactance and other parameters can be conve-
niently determined for synchronous reluctance motor with locked rotor.

2. Values of magnetic flux and electromagnetic torque obtained from nume-
rical calculations of magnetic field with the finite element method coincide 
well with the experimental data. Results differ by 3 % to 7 % depending 
on the saturation level of magnetic circuit.

3. If magnetic circuit saturation is low, in order to determine load angle 
curves of synchronous reluctance motor it is possible to use values of 
armature reaction inductive reactance obtained from the magnetic field 
calculations with theoretical formulas of electrical machines.
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SINHRONĀ REAKTĪVĀ DZINĒJA TEORĒTISKĀ UN  
EKSPERIMENTĀLĀ IZPĒTE

R. Dobrijans, S.Vītoliņa, L. Lavrinoviča, J. Dirba

K o p s a v i l k u m s

Novērtēta sinhronā reaktīvā dzinēja magnētiskā lauka aprēķinu precizitāte, 
salīdzinot to rezultātus ar eksperimentāliem mērījumiem. Magnētiskā lauka aprēķini 
veikti ar galīgo elementu metodi, nosakot magnētiskās plūsmas un elektromagnētisko 
griezes momentu atkarībā no dzinēja statora strāvas lieluma un slodzes leņķa starp 
rotora garenasi un statora MS asi. Plūsmas un momenta eksperimentālie mērījumi 
veikti dzinējam ar nobremzētu rotoru, barojot tā statora tinumus ar ekvivalento 
līdzstrāvu. Parādīts, ka no magnētiskā lauka aprēķiniem iegūtie rezultāti labi sakrīt 
ar eksperimentu datiem.
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The theoretical calculation for development of planetary gear unit of 
wind turbine (WT) and its experimental tests are presented in the paper. De-
velopment of experimental prototypes from composite materials is essential to 
determine capability of element and its impact on feature. Two experimental 
scale prototypes of planetary gear unit for WT were developed for such pur-
poses. Hall transducer, servomechanisms and optical tachometers were used 
to obtain results, comparison analysis of theoretical and actual data was per-
formed as well as quality assessment of experimental prototypes of planetary 
gear unit. After kinematic and load analysis as well as control of rotation fre-
quency, it is possible to declare that the unit is able to operate at designated 
quality. Theoretical calculations and test results obtained are used for industrial 
WT prototype development. 

Keywords: planetary gear, reduction gear, vertical rotation axis, wind 
turbine

1. INTRODUCTION

Wind turbines (WTs) can be classified either by the aim of application or by 
their effectiveness, which is indicated by the conceptual scheme of wind turbine – 
type of rotation axis and rotor. WT can have both horizontal and vertical rotation 
axes. Turbines with horizontal rotation axis are called collinear, while turbines with 
vertical rotation axis [3]–[5], [7], [8], [10] – orthogonal. Turbine with horizontal ro-
tation axis is called collinear because its efficiency directly depends on the direction 
of the wind. According to Albert Betz’s law, maximum possible power coefficient 
that might be obtained in real environment by WT is  [1]. Nowadays, collin-
ear WT may reach power coefficient in the range of  [2], [7]. It means 
that the efficiency of these WTs are up to 47 % of air flow energy and it is notably 
close to a maximum possible value. 

However, the analysis of practical use of WTs shows several significant dis-
advantages [6]:
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• big financial contribution to the power unit obtained in comparison with 
other types of power plants;

• high operational costs to the power unit obtained;
• infra-sound made by wind turbines and impact on the environment;
• high risk of damage in case of sudden increase of wind speed. 
Lack of efficiency can be solved with use of planetary gear unit in the structure 

of WT. Its compactness and high efficiency means that it is suitable for almost any 
metal working machine and can replace any type of industrial gear unit. 

Load in the planetary gear unit is divided into several flows depending on a 
number of satellite gears, and satellite gears are already located symmetrically in the 
design state, allowing us to improve the following factors: 

• dimensions of gears are reduced and manufacturing costs of reduction 
gear are reduced;

• noisiness of reduction gear is reduced;
• basic structure is simplified and energy losses are reduced;
• a number of grades are reduced by increasing transmission ratio and, thus, 

manufacturing costs of reduction gear are also reduced.

2. DETERMINATION OF TECHNICAL FEATURES OF  
WT PLANETARY GEAR UNIT

To determine technical features of planetary gear unit for WT, theoretical cal-
culations and experimental tests were performed. Initial data of planetary gear unit 
are shown in Table 1.

Table 1
Initial Data of Planetary Gear Unit

Parameter Value

Rated power, kW 100

Torque (at rated power), Nm 12000

Rotation speed (side of rotor), rpm 40

Rotation speed (side of generator), rpm 400–500

After kinematic calculations, ratios between the first and the second stages of 
reduction gear as well as the total ratio were obtained: ,  and 

. Taking into account these ratios, rotation frequency 
at the rated rotation speed was determined (see Fig. 1).

In Fig. 1 green line reflects the ratio of the first stage control rotation speed (x 
axis) and the output rotation speed of the rotor (y axis). Blue line reflects the ratio of 
the input speed of the rotor (x axis) and the first stage central gear rotation speed (y 
axis). Red line reflects the ratio of second gear input speed of the rotor (x axis) and 
second gear output rotation speed of the rotor (y axis). 
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Fig.1. Rotation speeds – side of generator, rpm (y axis), side of rotor, rpm (x axis),  
side of planetary gear unit. 

3. ANALYSIS OF WT POWER LOAD

It is mandatory to determine whether the chosen material has enough strength 
to withstand the calculated contact stress of gear teeth. For such purposes, steel 
41CrMo was evaluated. Strength of material at allowable stress is calculated using 
the following formula (1) [9]: 

  (1)

where  is maximum stress in the active surface of gear tooth (MPa) and  is 
material allowable contact stress (MPa).
Calculations showed that contact stress did not exceed maximum stress for any gear 
(see Fig. 2).

Fig.2. Maximum stress of planetary gear unit.
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4. ROTATION FREQUENCY CONTROL OF WT PARTS 

Rotation frequency control of WT parts is necessary to determine losses of 
energy and possible damage of a planetary gear unit [11]. Using results obtained 
theoretically, it is possible to test a planetary gear unit and obtain its operation pa-
rameters – rotation frequencies, input, and output rotations per minute (rpm) etc. for 
inner elements. Two experimental WT planetary gear unit prototypes at a scale of 
1:10 and 1:5 were designed and manufactured for such purposes (see Fig. 3)

Fig.3. Experimental WT planetary gear unit prototypes and their elements. 

Along with prototypes, test bench equipped with servomechanism “SM-
S4315R 360 degree Servo Spring” was developed to obtain planetary gear unit rpm 
(see Table 2).

Table 2
Main Parameters of Servomechanism “SM-S4315R 360 Degree Servo Spring”

Parameter Value
Rotation speed 0.16 s/600

Voltage, V 6
Torque,  kg/cm 15.4
Rotation time, s 0.96

Servomechanism allows adjusting supply voltage and input rpm. To 
estimate output rpm, either Hall transducer or optical tachometer is used. To ensure 
the accuracy of results, both methods were used (see Fig. 4).

 

Hall transducer 

Neodymium magnet 

Fig.4. Output rpm control with Hall transducer. 
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During rotation speed tests, losses of friction were taken into account and 
maximum speed values (at the side of rotor 60–62 rpm, at the side of generator 
530–580 rpm) were obtained. These results comply with the theoretically analysed 
results.

During industrial prototype tests at the scale of 1:1, rotation frequencies can 
be adjusted by Hall transducers that are connected in electric circuit. In case rotation 
speeds exceed maximum limits, control module will give a signal to brakes in order 
to reduce rotation frequencies. 

5. KINETIC ANALYSIS OF WT PLANETARY GEAR UNIT 

Kinetic analysis was performed in accordance with R.Willis methodology – 
the 2nd stage planetary gear unit was assumed to be fixed carrier H and the speed of 
the adjusted mechanism was determined (see Table 3).

Table 3
Rotation Indications

No. Initial rotation indications Adjusted rotation indications

1

3

Н

To determine transfer relation with fixed carrier H, the following formula (2) 
can be used [9]:

  (2)

Satellite gears S1; S1-2; S1-3; S2-1; S2-2; S2-3 of both prototypes were  
analysed at rotation speeds Rl = 50..450 rpm and Rl = 500..900 rpm (see Table 4). 

Table 4
Results of Satellite Gears at Rl = 500..900 rpm

A B C D E F G T1 T2

Rl, rpm 500 550 600 650 700 750 800 850 900

M, mm 7 11 12 14 18 19 21 22 24

S1-1 14 15 17 21 23 24 25 27 29

S1-2 39 41 42 44 47 48 51 55 57

S1-3 25 27 29 28 28 32 33 34 37

S2-1 61 65 67 69 65 70 72 75 77

S2-2 59 62 62 61 64 67 69 70 72

S2-3 75 75 77 78 79 81 85 81 92
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From these results it can be concluded that a planetary gear unit works in ac-
cordance with design parameters and theoretical calculations.

Linear speed and acceleration are depicted in graphs (see Figs. 5–6).

Fig.5. Time-dependent behaviour of linear speed, m/s. 

Fig.6. Time-dependent behaviour of linear acceleration, m/s2.

Many factors that may affect safety, maintenance, environmental safety, costs 
etc. are taken into account during design and development of a planetary gear unit. 
To reach maximum efficiency, the following conditions should be met [9]: 

a. the number of teeth z1, z2, z3, ... is an integer;
b. the ratio between the number of teeth and velocity ratio i should ensure 

allowable accuracy ±∆i;
c. without any additional conditions, a planetary gear unit should have zero 

teeth (gear z ≥  zmin = 17, internal gear z ≥  zmin = 85);
d. axis of central gear of a planetary gear unit should conform to the axis of 

carrier to ensure coaxial allocation;
e. if satellites are allocated in the same plane without eccentricity, two near-

by satellites should have a gap between them. Size of gap can be calcu-
lated using the following formula (3) [9]:  

  (3)
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where  – tip diameter of satellite.

f. in the case of many satellites, assembly should be done without effort with 
equal radial pitch of teeth (formula (4)) [9]:

  (4)

where  – the number of central gear teeth;
  – the velocity ratio of entering stage 1 and output stage H; 
 k – the number of satellites;
 C = 1,2,3.... – integer, p = 0,1,2,... – integer.

Allowable bending stress of nitrided steel 41CrMo (formula (5)) [9]:

  (5)

where  – the allowable stress of material;
  – the safety factor;
  – the tooth surface roughness factor;
  – the longevity factor; 
  – the double-faced load factor.

Maximum allowable stress (formula (6)) (see Table 5, Fig. 7) [9]:

  (6)

where  – the tooth form factor;
  – the concentrator factor;
  – the dynamic factor.

Table 5
Maximum Allowable Stress

Stage Number of gear teeth (z) Max stress, MPa

1st stage 6 36
168

64
4 90
5 27 130

2nd stage 1 60
232

233
3 114
2 27 512
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Fig.7. Planetary gear unit bending stress.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The development of experimental planetary gear unit allowed making several 
tests and obtaining results that comply with theoretical calculations. After kinematic 
and load analysis as well as control of rotation frequency, it is possible to declare that 
the designed unit is able to operate at designated quality. Theoretical calculations 
and test results obtained were used for industrial WT prototype development.
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VĒJA ENERĢĒTISKĀS IEKĀRTAS PLANETĀRA REDUKTORA 
EKSPERIMENTĀLA PROTOTIPA IZSTRĀDE UN NOVĒRTĒŠANA

A.Urbahs, M.Urbaha, K.Carjova

K o p s a v i l k u m s

Rakstā doti vēja enerģētiskās iekārtas (VEI) planetārā reduktora matemātiskie 
aprēķini un eksperimentālo pētījumu rezultāti. No kompozītmateriāliem tika izveidoti 
divi VEI planetārā reduktora eksperimentālie prototipi (mēroga modeļi). Lai iegūtu 
planetārā reduktora raksturlielumus, tika izmantots Holla devējs, servomehānismi 
un optiskais tahometrs.  Pēc tam tika veikta iegūto datu un teorētisko aprēķinu 
salīdzinošā analīze. Kinemātiskā un slodžu analīze, kā arī rotācijas frekvences kon-
troles testi pierādīja eksperimentālo prototipu efektivitāti. Iegūtie rezultāti tika iz-
mantoti VEI industriālā prototipa izstrādei.

26.06.2017.
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Studying the loss allocation, it is possible to determine the loss which 
appears in some grid section or line (allocated power loss) as a result of: 1) 
some power source sending its power to the consumers, 2) some power source 
sending its power to a certain power consumer, 3) power received by some 
consumer. Determining allocated power losses, it happens that some of them 
are negative. It turned out that this phenomenon is not rare and appears at a 
definite power distribution between suppliers. Negative allocated power loss 
shows that total power loss is increased. Computing the allocated loss, the pos-
sibility appears to define other grid quantities that characterize grid properties 
and operation, as well as to find out those suppliers and consumers who mainly 
affect the grid operation.

  Keywords: loss allocation, node voltage, power losses, voltage drop

1. INTRODUCTION

Attention to power losses has been drawn at the very beginning of electricity 
use. Losses were considered in the grid or on specified territory without being tied 
to a particular source of electricity or to the consumer, for example, in [1]. Opti-
mizing the grid in order to reduce active power losses is considered in [2] without  
calculating the losses attributed to a particular power plant. With the deregulated 
work of the power system, it became necessary to determine the losses incurred 
by a particular power system subject – power supplier or consumer, but neither [1] 
nor [2] considered allocated power losses (AL) because there were other problems 
to be dealt with. Let us dwell on the literature which treats the issue in the light of 
new requirements to the operation of power systems. Extensive literature appeared 
on the topic of (AL). The question is solved in two directions. Topographic direc-
tion proposed by J. Bialek [3] is based on tracing the currents. The methods of this 
direction [4] take a lot of work even after a tedious job is made to trace the currents 
in all lines is made. In analytical direction, issue is solved by matrix algebra [5]. The 
complicated algorithm gives a possibility to calculate the quantities (node voltages, 
the angles and so on) which can be given by any load flow program. To calculate the 
load loss allocation, it is not necessary to derive such complex expressions [6]. Both 
directions do not provide a simple and uniform algorithm for any grid configuration. 
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The procedure which allows finding the AL transmitting the electricity from 
a specified supplier to a certain consumer is called here a double algorithm (DA). 
This procedure is most fully described in [7], [8]. The DA is based on two computer 
programs: power flow program (more appropriate is Power World) and Matlab. The 
main part of the work connected with the configuration of the grid takes over power 
flow program. The DA has an advantage that it is apt for all grid configurations, 
radial grids and closed grids. Computing by the DA, the joint current (JC), AL and 
other extra quantities  are defined. JC is current that originates in some source or sup-
plier and, flowing in some place of a grid, flows to a certain consumer.

Making practical estimates in [8] for a closed grid, it appeared that some AL 
could be negative. The question arises: can negative AL be in radial grids as well; what 
is the reason? Moreover, computing AL by the DA, the extra (secondary) quantities 
and properties can be defined, which can be applied to in-depth grid characteristics. 
The goal of the paper is to clarify negative AL, extra quantities and properties.

Radial Q (Fig. 1 a) and closed F (Fig. 1 b) 330 kV grids are investigated. Dif-
ferent cases of each scheme with dissimilar loads are computed by the DA (Table 1), 
altogether 20 cases.

The units A, V, VA, W are used if other is not indicated.

2. SECONDARY QUANTITIES

 AL is an initial quantity searched for by the DA. Applying the DA, some 
other quantities can be defined, which help to evaluate a grid in a versatile manner.
 One of them is joint impedance (JI). For example, between supplier 4 and 
consumer 1 (Fig. 1 a) the JI Z4t1 can be calculated using the formula:

2
141414 / ttt IsZ ∆= ,  (1)

where Δs4t1 is AL, I4t1 – JC transmitting the power from supplier 4 to consumer 1.
Some of JI for case Qa are: Z4t1=28+49i; Z4t6=59+191i;  Z5t1=-12-120i; Z5t3=-74-238i; 
Z7t1=4.8+19.7i. For case Fa: Z4t1=113+741i; Z4t2=21+141i; Z5t2=17+108i; Z7t3= -49-
249i. Negative AL has negative JI. At small changes of node current values, JI can 
be used for quick estimation of AL.

Fig. 1. 330 kV grid circuit diagrams
S4, S5, S7 are flows to power supplying points; S1, S2, S3, S6 – flows to consumers; I – branch currents; 
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Z – transmission line impedances. Branch numbers coincide with impedance indices, node numbers – 
with power  S indices; node currents J (not shown) correspond to node flows S. All shown quantities 

are complex numbers.
a – radial grid Q: Z1=0.785+3.2i, Z2=5.58+28.8i, Z3=7.425+24i, Z4=1.782+5.76i, Z5=3.465+11.2i, 

Z6=3.366+10.88i Ω;
 b – closed grid F: Z1=11.22+70.4i, Z2=6.1+32i, Z3=6.48+25.6i, Z4=11.125+80i, Z5=1.02+6.4i, 

Z6=10.2+64i, Z7=0.81+3.2i Ω.

Table 1
List of Comuted Cases and Node Flows, MVA

Case
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6

MVA
Qa

40

160+30i

20+
10i

100+14i 50+5i

30+
3i

Qc 75+8.5i 75+8.5i
Qc1 60+6.8i 90+10.2i
Qc2 67.5+7.65i 82.5+9.35i
Q2i 208+39i

100+14i
50+5i

Q2i3 256+48i
Q2r 100+100i
Q4i3

160+30i

160+50i
Q4r 70+60i
Fa

10+
1i

100+14i 40
Fc 56+5.6i 84+8.4i
Fc1 42+4.2i 58+5.8i
Fc2 25.8+2.58i 34.2+3.42i
Fc3 18.48+1,848i 23.52+2.352i
Fc4 12.43+1.243i 15.57+1.57i
Fc5 15.68+1.568i 19.32+1.93i
F2d 50+20i

100+14i
40

F2r 40+100i
F4w6

160+30i
0

F4w4 50+7i

Partial losses of any partial current in any power line can be computed.  Any 
current out of more of them which all flow in some grid section is called here partial 
current. JC is partial current as well.

For example, in the case Qa, losses Δs2J4o caused by the current I2J4o (I2J4o is the 
part of node 4 current that flows in branch 2) in branch 2  are

Δs2J4o=(1/4)Z2(|I2+I2J4o|
2 - |I2-I2J4o|

2),  (2)

where I2 is summary current which flows in line 2. Formula (2) is explained in Sec-
tion 6.
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partner pair or in any grid branch negative losses appear. An absolute value of nega-
tive AL is less than the increment of positive losses at other partner pair. In a closed 
grid, this phenomenon is less pronounced.

To present negative losses as a result of equalizing currents, the appropriate 
mathematical expressions are necessary.

Table 2 
RL on the Path from Supplier 4,5,7 to Consumer 1, 2, 3, 6

Case Consumer
supplier 4
Δs4t1,2,3,6

supplier 5
Δs5t1,2,3,6

supplier 7
Δs7t1,2,3,6

Qa

1 20934+36622i - 2195-22479i 4086+16658i
2 154210+498440i 24360+78740i 93347+463380i
3 4851+15681i - 4387-14181i - 1868+15691i
6 26081+84302i 3270+10570i 14449+76158i

Fa

1 92800+609230i 18155+114630i 28654+169110i
2 286120+1905100i 37304+237040i 18750+74074i
3 13868+99726i 758+7274i - 868-14510i
6 51199+340240i 6186+38814i 1585+442i

4. SUPPLIER OPTIMAL USE

Fig. 2. Represetation of the grid with the view of optimization.

Total grid power losses depend on distribution of power (which is necessary 
for consumers) between suppliers. If electricity price of all suppliers is the same, the 
farther a supplier is located from consumers the less electricity should be purchased 
from him due to increased losses. Optimal power distribution comes on when active 
components of the distinctive voltages Ud across the path from a supplier to a gener-
alized load (Fig. 2) are equal for all suppliers.

Distinctive voltages can be defined by the following formulas:

444 / JsU d ∆= ; 555 / JsU d ∆= ; 777 / JsU d ∆= ,  (5) 

where Δs4, ..., Δs7 are power losses caused by suppliers 4; 5; 7. Those are supplier 
losses:

Computed loss value is Δs2J4o= – 16094 – 83065i; although AL Δs4t1 is positive 
(see Table 2), supplier 4 reduces it in line 2. This can be taken into account when 
financing the line reconstruction.

Similarly, power losses in line 2 of JC flowing from supplier 4 to consumer 1 
(I2I4t1) can be computed as follows:

Δs2I4t1=0.25Z2(|I2+I2I4t1|
2-|I2-I2I4t1|

2).  (3)

Loss value is Δs2I4t1= - 16094 – 83064i, it is equal to loss Δs2J4o since I2J4o=I2I4t1. 
Loss Δs5J5o=27263+88121i, and Δs5I5t1=4164.2+13460i since I5J5o ≠ I5I5t1.

Voltage drop across a line from partial current is a linear function of this cur-
rent, e.g., voltage drop across line 2 from JC in line 2  I2I4t1 (see above) is

Δu2I4t1=Z2I2I4t1  (4)

and is equal to -133-791i; this voltage drop is negative because in Fig. 1a 
current I2I4t1 flows in the opposite direction. This quantity shows which partner pair 
causes voltage deviations in a grid.

3. NEGATIVE ALLOCATED POWER LOSSES

Cases Qa and Fa are used to deal with the negative losses.
Table 2 shows that radial scheme Qa has even three negative AL. Closed 

scheme Fa has only one – from supplier 7 to consumer 3.
To find the reason of negative AL, let us calculate AL in case Qa by transmit-

ting electricity from supplier 5 to consumer 3, namely Δs5t3. For clarity reason, this is 
done without the use of matrix algebra formulas. Current values computed by the DA 
are used. JC I5t3 flows in impedances Z3, Z5, Z6: I3I5t3= -7.0907+3.0637i; I5I5t3=7.0907-
3.0637i; I6I5t3=7.0907-3.0637i. JC I5t3 or its portions do not flow in the impedances 
Z1, Z2, Z4. Total currents in the impedances with JC I5t3 are I3=140.47-6.09i; I5=88.16-
9.77i; I6=35.18-3.63i. The AL Δs5t3 is the sum of partial losses in impedances Z3, Z5, 
Z6. Computing by formulas of the type (3), we have: Δs3I5t3=0.25Z3(|I3+I3I5t3)|

2-|I3-
I3I5t3|

2); Δs5I5t3=0.25Z5(|I5+I5I5t3)|
2-|I5-I5I5t3|

2); Δs6I5t3=0.25Z6(|I6+I6I5t3)|
2-|I6-I6I5t3|

2).
These currents in the impedances give loss values: Δs3I5t3= -7534.062-

24352.524i; Δs5I5t3=2269.1769+7334.7132i; Δs6I5t3=877.08535+2835.2325i, which 
being summed amount to Δs5t3=-4387.8-14182.578i. This value almost does not dif-
fer from the one calculated by the DA (see Table 2). The loss in impedance Z3 is of 
great negative value which exceeds the sum of the positive values of the rest two 
impedances. It is negative because JC I3I5t3 is directed against total current I3. Thus 
a precondition of negative AL existence is that of opposite direction of total current 
and JC. However, the summary result depends on other currents and impedances.

In closed grids F, there is only one negative AL. Here the path between two 
partners (between a supplier and a consumer) ramifies, opposite directed currents are 
smaller and they are less. Total grid power losses are always greater when at some 
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partner pair or in any grid branch negative losses appear. An absolute value of nega-
tive AL is less than the increment of positive losses at other partner pair. In a closed 
grid, this phenomenon is less pronounced.

To present negative losses as a result of equalizing currents, the appropriate 
mathematical expressions are necessary.

Table 2 
RL on the Path from Supplier 4,5,7 to Consumer 1, 2, 3, 6

Case Consumer
supplier 4
Δs4t1,2,3,6

supplier 5
Δs5t1,2,3,6

supplier 7
Δs7t1,2,3,6

Qa

1 20934+36622i - 2195-22479i 4086+16658i
2 154210+498440i 24360+78740i 93347+463380i
3 4851+15681i - 4387-14181i - 1868+15691i
6 26081+84302i 3270+10570i 14449+76158i

Fa

1 92800+609230i 18155+114630i 28654+169110i
2 286120+1905100i 37304+237040i 18750+74074i
3 13868+99726i 758+7274i - 868-14510i
6 51199+340240i 6186+38814i 1585+442i

4. SUPPLIER OPTIMAL USE

Fig. 2. Represetation of the grid with the view of optimization.

Total grid power losses depend on distribution of power (which is necessary 
for consumers) between suppliers. If electricity price of all suppliers is the same, the 
farther a supplier is located from consumers the less electricity should be purchased 
from him due to increased losses. Optimal power distribution comes on when active 
components of the distinctive voltages Ud across the path from a supplier to a gener-
alized load (Fig. 2) are equal for all suppliers.

Distinctive voltages can be defined by the following formulas:

444 / JsU d ∆= ; 555 / JsU d ∆= ; 777 / JsU d ∆= ,  (5) 

where Δs4, ..., Δs7 are power losses caused by suppliers 4; 5; 7. Those are supplier 
losses:
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643424144 tttt sssss ∆+∆+∆+∆=∆ ; ...155 +∆=∆ tss ; ...177 +∆=∆ tss      (6)
 
The less active components of distinctive voltages vary, the smaller active 

total power losses are. This is illustrated by the following. Distinctive voltages com-
puted for case Qa are Ud4=1163+3583i, Ud5=237+594i, Ud7=600+3120i, grid power 
loss is Δp=337130. For case Fa, the values are Ud4=2562+17048i, Ud5=894+5696i, 
Ud7=248+1233i, Δp=552510. To find out a better option with smaller grid losses, 
the cases Qc, Qc1, Qc2, Fc, Fc1, Fc2, Fc3, Fc4, Fc5 were computed until a better 
load distribution option was found. Grid Q has a better case Qc2: Ud4=650+1929i, 
Ud5=643+1906i, Ud7=616+3179i, where Δp=285161; closed grid – case Fc5: 
Ud4=463+3128i, Ud5=464+2921i, Ud7=427+1993i, Δp=183942. Nevertheless, nega-
tive AL quickly disappear when active components of distinctive voltages drop.

Distinctive impedances which are defined as:

2
444 / JsZd ∆= ; 2

555 / JsZd ∆= ; 2
777 / JsZd ∆= ,  (7)

vary relatively little when the load changes. For example, in a radial grid, the loads 
of cases Qa and Qc vary (see Table 1), but distinctive impedances for case Qa are: 
Zd4=6.56+20.21i; Zd5=2.68+6.69i; Zd7=3.37+17.02i; for case Qc2: Zd4=5.43+16.1i; 
Zd5=4.4+13.04i; Zd7=3.35+17.3i. In a closed grid, they are still closer.

It seems that supplier losses are approximately proportional to supplier cur-
rent square.

5. FAST DETERMINATION OF NODE VOLTAGES

It goes without saying that if the supplier or consumer power changes, voltage 
in all grid nodes changes as well. Node sensitivity to power change depends on how 
far electrically one node is located from the other.

To determine this sensitivity, two modes (cases) should be computed: the first 
most common (base) mode where node phase voltages Uvib are found. Cases Qa and 
Fa are taken as base ones. Computing the second (auxiliary) mode, node phase volt-
ages Uvia are obtained, where i is node number, b and a denote base and auxiliary 
mode. Using these voltages, conjoint sensitivity of the nodes can be found. On the 
basis of these calculations, it can be fast determined what awaits each node by load 
or supply power change at any other node. Node voltages can be computed by any 
appropriate program as well, but the proposed method makes it possible to survey 
the situation at all nodes at once without using the computer program.

The circuit diagram in Fig. 3a illustrates the said. A grid can be deemed as an 
assemblage of voltage sources [9]. It can be represented by its no-load voltages Uvib 
in base mode (i stands for 1... 6, b – for basic) and by putative impedances. Slack bus 
voltage Uv7 here is not topical. Figure 3a shows putative impedances Z4p1, ..., Z4p3, 
Z4p5, Z4p6; they are internal impedances of voltage source for related influenced node 
and are fit only when current changes at influencing node of supplier 4. Z4s is putative 
impedance of influencing node 4.
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If power at influencing node 4 does not change (ΔJ4=0), eventual voltages 
Uv1e, ..., Uv6e at all 1, ..., 6 nodes do not change and they are Uv1b, ..., Uv6b. When power 
at influencing node changes (ΔJ4≠0), to determine eventual voltage, e.g., Uv3e at node 
3 (or Uv4e at node 4), it is necessary to move the contact of switch S to impedance  
Z4p3 (or Z4s). Then eventual voltage at node 3 (or 4) is

Uv3e=Uv3b+Z4p3ΔJ4;  Uv4e=Uv4b+Z4sΔJ4.  (8)

Eventual voltages at other influencing nodes are calculated in the same way. 
In Fig. 3b, the influencing node is consumer node 2.

Putative impedances of supplying nodes are positive, but those of consumer 
nodes are negative. They are defined by formulas:

  (9)

where Uvka and Uvkb are voltage of influenced node k in auxiliary and base modes; Jia 
and Jib is the current of influencing node i in auxiliary and base modes, which are 
obtained by the DA; Uvia and Uvib – respective voltages of influencing node (Table 
3). The computed putative impedances for auxiliary case Q2i (base mode being Qa) 
are: Z2p1= - 0.924-3.257i; Z2s= -5.667-31.652i; Z2p3= -5.096-31.569i; Z2p4= - 4.875-
31.505i; Z2p5= -5.466-31.648i; Z2p6= -5.641-31.653i. The closer the influenced node 
is to the influencing one, the greater is putative impedance (its absolute value), it is 
the greatest one for influencing node Zis itself.

Fig.3. Updating the voltage in a grid
a – change ΔJ4  (at node 4) of supplier current,
b – change ΔJ2 (at node 2) of consumer current.
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Table 3
Main Mode Data of Cases Qa and Q2i

Node
Base case Qa Auxiliary case Q2i

J Uv J Uv

1 70.09-0.2i 190234.4-521.7i 70.14-0.29i 190080 - 780i
2 282.29-58.10i 188245.9-3322.9i 368.15-81.14i 187030 - 5910i
3 35.19-17.60i 189435+3.1i 35.16-18.19i 188270 - 2590i
4 175.66-23.69i 189884.5+972.7i 176.39-26.24i 188740 - 1620i
5 88.16-9.77i 188818.6-1998.7i 88.56-11.05i 187620 - 4590i
6 52.98-6.14i 188403.7-2952.3i 53.22-6.92i 187190 - 5540i
7 176.73-48.58i 190528.6+5.7i 261.71-69.21i 190510

In eventual (updated) mode, voltages Uvke of influenced and Uvie of influencing 
modes are

  (10)

This time the current Jie of influencing node in eventual mode is not computed 
by the DA or by any other program because it is embarrassing; it is calculated using 
known voltage Uvib and changed (eventual) power  S ie of node i:

 
  (11)

If there is doubt about accuracy, the calculation of eventual current Jie of node 
i can be repeated, using voltage Uvie calculated by formula (10):

  (12)

In the paper, eventual mode is computed by the DA as well. It is done in order 
to check the accuracy of the method, voltages UvkeDA and UvieDA are obtained. The 
accuracy dk; di is defined as voltage difference between node voltages obtained by 
fast method (Uvke; Uvie) and by the DA (UvkeDA; UvieDA); this difference is related to the 
true voltage difference (the difference between eventual obtained by the DA (UvkeDA; 
UvieDA) and base voltages (Uvkb; Uvib):

  (13)

Accuracy values for some cases are shown in Table 4. The accuracy is better 
when node power angle of all three modes is closer (see Table 1).
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Table 4
Accuracy of Node Voltages

Case d1e d2e d3e d4e d5e d6e

basic auxil. event. d1e
(1) d2e

(1) d3e
(1) d4e

(1) d5e
(1) d6e

(1)

Qa Q2i Q2i3
0.0460 0.0771 0.0765 0.0780 0.0756 0.0757
0.0577 0.0053 0.0018 0.0021 0.0040 0.0052

Qa Q2i Q2r
0.0981 0.0188 0.0375 0.0472 0.0226 0.0197
0.0576 0.0472 0.0759 0.0864 0.0578 0.0496

Qa Q4i3 Q4r
0.0337 0.0602 0.0261 0.0215 0.0488 0.0744
0.0856 0.0112 0.0732 0.0661 0.0960 0.0439

Fa F2d F2r
0.0332 0.0102 0.0193 0.0969 0.0331 0.0115
0.0299 0.0098 0.0214 0.0995 0.0357 0.0120

Fa F4w6 Fw4
0.0459 0.0461 0.0454 0.0453 0.0467 0.0460
0.0009 0.0031 0.0021 0.0021 0.0047 0.0071

 d1e
(1) , d2e

(1) , ...  is accuracy, obtained using node currents J1e
(1), J2e

(1), ...  .

6. CLARIFICATION OF TWO FORMULAS

1) In referred publications, using the DA algorithm, node currents J  are de-
fined as

  (14)

where iŜ and iÛ are conjugate values of node power and line voltage . Since 
phase voltage  is shifted by 30 ° [11], it should be 

  (15)

However in expression (14), there is no error because PowerWorld program 
gives phase-to-phase voltage with phase voltage angle.

2) Based on [10]; [7]; [8], power loss in impedance Z with currents I= I1+I2+ 
...+ In (Fig. 4) from any of currents (for example, from current I2 power loss Δs2) can 
be defined by expression:

  (16)

The substitution κ=1/k is made for convenience in further consideration.
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For example, if k=100, then , (see [6]).

Fig. 4. Branch Z with several currents.      

Complex numbers can be represented as:

  (17)

Inserting (17) in expression    we obtain (18) and inserting 
(18) in equation (16), we obtain (19):

    (18)

  (19)

Whatever k (or κ=1/k) we introduce into (16), we still get (19). When we as-
sume k=1, we see a simpler formula similar to expressions (2) and (3):

  (20)

The decrease in k times of partial current (it was conjoint current) was neces-
sary in the very beginning [10] when AL was looked for.

The sum of partial losses, obtained on the basis of expressions (16) and (20), 
is equal to the loss of summary current which corresponds to the meaning of electri-
cal engineering.

The author of the research does not know any formula of a different type 
where the sum of partial losses is equal to the summary current losses.

7. CONCLUSIONS

1. Partial power losses and partial voltage drops can be computed for each 
grid branch, this allows fixing the source of hard mode in the grid.

2. Negative AL indicate a particular market partner pair; they signify that 
total grid power losses are increased. Negative AL can appear when JC in 
some branch is directed opposite to the total current of this branch.

3. In the grid with minimal power losses, values of active components of 
distinctive voltages for all suppliers are equal or close.

4. Using putative impedances and node voltage levels, the grid response to 
power changes can be surveyed.
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TĪKLU PĒTĪJUMI UZ SAVSTARPĒJO ZUDUMU APRĒĶINU BĀZES

J. Survilo

K o p s a v i l k u m s

Nosakot saistītos jaudas zudumus (zudumus, kas rodas pārvadot jaudu no 
kāda piegādātāja kaut kādam patērētājam) tiklā, gadās, ka daži saistītie zudumi ir 
negatīvi. Izrādījās, ka šī parādība nav reta un rodas pie noteiktas piegādātāja jaudas 
sadales. Negatīvie saistītie zudumi uzrāda, ka ir palielināti kopējie jaudas zudumi 
tīklā. Aplēšot zudumus, ir iespēja noteikt citus tīkla lielumus, kuri raksturo tīkla 
īpašības un darbu, kā arī ļauj noskaidrot tos piegādātājus un patērētājus, kuri ietekmē 
tīkla darbu.

26.09.2016.
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Due to potential economic benefits and expected environmental impact, 
the power consumption issue in wired networks has become a major chal-
lenge. Furthermore, continuously increasing global Internet traffic demands 
high spectral efficiency values. As a result, the relationship between spectral 
efficiency and energy consumption of telecommunication networks has be-
come a popular topic of academic research over the past years, where a critical 
parameter is power efficiency.

The present research contains calculation results that can be used by op-
tical network designers and operators as guidance for developing more power 
efficient communication networks if the planned system falls within the scope 
of this paper. The research results are presented as average aggregated traffic 
curves that provide more flexible data for the systems with different spectrum 
availability. Further investigations could be needed in order to evaluate the 
parameters under consideration taking into account particular spectral param-
eters, e.g., the entire C-band. 

Keywords: differential phase shift keying, DWDM, energy efficiency, 
optical fibre networks, phase shift keying, power consumption, power efficien-
cy, single-line rate, spectral efficiency, sub-band spacing, WDM networks

1. INTRODUCTION

The Information and Communication Technology (ICT) sector is experien-
cing continuously increasing global Internet traffic due to emergence and establish-
ment of bandwidth-intensive applications (e.g., IPTV, YouTube, and cloud compu-
ting) [1]. Recent Cisco study has shown that the total IP traffic increases annually 
by an average of 23 % for 2014–2019. The increased traffic raised the necessity of 
updating the existing transmission techniques and developing new ones in order to 
enchase spectral efficiency of systems.

In terms of wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) systems, the system 
capacity can be increased by either 1) channel-spacing reduction (increase of the 
transmitted channel number), or by 2) enhancing of channel capacities. The men-
tioned relation can be expressed by equation (1) [2]: 
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  (1)

where i – the index number of channel; M – the number of transmission channels; 
Cik – the speed of channel [bit/s]. 

However, higher spectral efficiency can result in the reduction of a transmis-
sion reach [3], [4]. Therefore in order to guarantee the required quality of transmis-
sion (QoT), an optical signal might require 3R (Re-amplification, Re-shaping, Re-
timing) regeneration procedure by means of optical-to-electrical-to-optical (OEO) 
conversion process, which in its turn requires the additional equipment in system 
nodes. As a result, the overall power consumption increases [5]. Thereby, it can be 
inferred that there is a trade-off among spectral efficiency, power consumption and 
transmission reach [1], [3], [4]. 

In the paper, the authors evaluate the impact of signal regeneration on power 
efficiency of a long-haul dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) system 
by means of different channel spacing values, which is the most decisive factor for 
transmission reach of the system. This study aims at the single-line rate (SLR) solu-
tions operating with 10 Gbps, 40 Gbps and 100 Gbps transmission signals with the 
most frequently used modulation formats in modern high capacity networks – non-
return-to-zero on-off-keying (NRZ-OOK), non-return-to-zero differential phase-
shift keying (NRZ-DPSK) and dual polarisation quadrature PSK (DP-QPSK), re-
spectively. The calculations of power consumption have been performed for 2960 
km transmission distance in order to achieve more pronounced regeneration influ-
ence. The present research focuses on the WDM systems with forward error correc-
tion (FEC), which by virtue of an error controlling technique, allows successfully 
demodulating transmitted signals when the bit error rate (BER) does not exceed 10-3 
threshold. This setup allows taking into account power consumption contributed by 
the redundant data required for FEC technology, which is commonly used in modern 
transmission systems [6]. 

2. METHODOLOGY

For this study, the evaluation of system power consumption was performed in 
two steps. At first, the relation between BER level and channel spacing was defined 
on the fixed fibre length using OptSimTM simulation software in order to define trans-
mission reach and its relation with the channel spacing for each considered system 
setup [7], [8]. The assignment of central channel wavelength was based on the ITU-T 
recommendation G.694.1. The recommendation also provides the nominal central 
frequency granularity, which is equal to 6.25 GHz. Therefore, the cross-channel in-
terval was increased by 6.25 GHz at every simulation step with the purpose to find 
a frequency plan, whereby the BER level became lower than 10-3. Further, based on 
the obtained data from the above-mentioned simulations the power consumption 
evaluation model was developed using MATLAB features. In the calculation code, 
the amount of transmitted data was defined as a variable, which was used to calculate 
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the required number of WDM components, which in conjunction with calculated 
transmission reach and chosen transmission distance determined the overall system 
power consumption. In this scenario, power consumption became a function of the 
transmitted data; therefore, calculation setup allowed evaluating power efficiency by 
dividing power consumption by the amount of transmitted data. The methodology 
was described in more detail in the previous papers [3] and [4]. 

For calculation purposes, the transmission distance was set for 2960 km, 
which is comparable with the longest node of National Science Foundation Network 
(NSFNET) – the US network used in many studies, i.e., [9] and [10]. 

It was assumed that the total power consumption of WDM system could be 
calculated using equation (2):

   (2)

where PWDM – total power consumption of WDM system [W]; PROADM – power con-
sumption of optical reconfigurable add/drop multiplexer [W]; PTRANS – power con-
sumption of transponder [W]; PWDMTERM – power consumption of WDM terminal 
[W]; POLA – power consumption of optical line amplifier [W]; P3R – 3R (Re-amplifi-
cation, Re-shaping, Re-timing) regenerator consumption [W]. 

Based on the provided datasheets and relevant studies [1], [4], [9], power con-
sumption values of transponders and 3R regenerators are summarised in Table 1.

Table 1
Power Consumption [W] of Transponders and 3Rs

Bit Rate (Gbps) Modulation format Consumer Power (W)

10 NRZ-OOK TP/3R 34.0 (Typ.)

40 NRZ-DPSK TP/3R 85 (Max)

100 DP-QPSK TP/3R 139 (Typ.)

It should be noted that the equipment under normal operational conditions 
does not consume the declared maximal power. Therefore, for calculations the nomi-
nal power consumption accounted for 75 % of the specified maximal value. 

Power consumption of ROADM multiplexers and WDM terminals, which are 
used for calculations, is demonstrated in Table 2 [1], [3], [9]. Power units of the opti-
cal line amplifier require 110W [3], [4], [9].

Table 2 
ROADM and WDM Terminal Power Consumption [W]

Device
Power Consumption

40 ch. realisation 80 ch. realisation
WDM terminal 230 240
ROAD multiplexer 450 600
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, the authors present the simulation results that show the relation 
between the consumed power by means of power efficiency and 3Rs’ power ratio 
and the amount of transmitted information, with the view of providing more flexible 
data for different system realisations, i.e., a different number of transponders due to 
distinctions in the available spectrum.

With the aim to evaluate power efficiency and regeneration impact at different 
spectral efficiency states, different channel spacing values were set, based on the rec-
ommendation ITU-T G.694.1. In this study, the power consumption values for each 
considered system realisation were evaluated using different cross-channel intervals 
on the ground that cross-channel interference is unique for each signal type, operat-
ing at the same frequency plan. Therefore it is not reasonable to analyse different 
systems using equal channel distribution if the purpose is to evaluate regeneration 
impact on the power efficiency and total power consumption. Lower frequency slot 
limit intended for analysis was chosen based on the highest spectral efficiency, which 
could be achieved guaranteeing the fulfilment of BER requirement. The upper limit 
was derived from conditions when the transmission reach attained its maximum, 
which meant that further increment of frequency slot would lead only to the minimi-
sation of spectral efficiency without profitable impact on power consumption. 

Since the present research considers different spectral efficiencies at differ-
ent frequency slots, the transmission reach became a function of channel spacing. 
Relation between frequency slots, spectral efficiency (SE) and transmission reach is 
summarised in Table 3.

Table 3 
Spectral Efficiency and System Reach at Different Channel Spacing Values

Channel Spacing (GHz) SE (bit/Hz) Reach (km)
10 Gbps NRZ-OOK

12.50 0.80 160
18.75 0.53 1680
25.00 0.40 5700
31.25 0.32 8720

40 Gbps NRZ-DPSK
50.00 0.80 160
56.25 0.71 240
62.50 0.64 560
75.00 0.53 960
87.50 0.46 1440
100.00 0.40 2080
112.50 0.36 2080

100 Gbps DP-QPSK
31.25 3.20 160
37.50 2.67 400
43.75 2.29 1040
50.00 2.00 1360
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By defining transmission reach of the system and power consumption of WDM 
elements, the power efficiency and power ratio of 3R regenerators were evaluated. 
The results are shown in Figs. 1–6.

 

Fig.1. 10 Gbps NRZ-OOK power efficiency curve.

 

Fig.2. Power ratio curve of 10 Gbps NRZ-OOK 3R regenerators.

Figures 1–2 show the curves of the considered parameters for 10 Gbps NRZ-
OOK system configuration from which it can be observed that when the total trans-
mitted traffic reaches ≈ 1013 bits, power efficiency and 3Rs consumed power ratio 
stabilise, which allows making an assumption that parameters will not significantly 
change during system functioning and the obtained values can be used for system 
assessment and comparison. In spite of equal power efficiency, operation on the 
channel spacing values greater than 25 GHz in the considered system is impractical 
in terms of spectral efficiency. Signal reach in those cases become greater than trans-
mission span and signal regeneration is not required, thus power efficiency reaches 
minimal value in this instance – 4.30 nW/bit. In the case of 12.5 GHz and 18.75 GHz 
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frequency slots, PE values are 7.7 and 65.5 nW/bit, respectively, which is a relatively 
abrupt leap of power consumption because for the transmission of a single bit the 
energy required is more than 15 times greater than using 25 GHz frequency span. 
Thus, it can be concluded that if spectral efficiency should be increased, other signal 
types should be considered possibly better solutions from the power consumption 
point of view, because as it can be seen from Fig. 2, using 12.5 GHz and 18.75 GHz 
frequency slots between channels, 10 Gbps signal regeneration requires 93.43 % and 
44.15 % of total power consumed, respectively. 

The second transmission signal type under consideration was 40 Gbps NRZ-
DPSK. Figures 3–4 and Table 3 show spacing values of the considered channel.  
Since in this case transmission speed was 40 Gbps, signal spectrum was considerably 
wider in comparison with 10 Gbps NRZ-OOK spectra. This led to wider frequency 
slot requirement with the purpose to achieve the same quality of transmission (QoT) 
and thus the systems were evaluated using 50.0–100.0 GHz channel spacing. Six 
cross-channel intervals were analysed. The obtained results are provided in Table 4.

Fig.3. 40 Gbps NRZ-DPSK power efficiency curve.

Fig. 4. Power ratio curve of 40 Gbps NRZ-DPSK 3R regenerators.
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Table 4
Power Ratio Values of PE and 3Rs Operating at Different Frequency Slots

Channel spacing (GHz) Power efficiency (nW/bit) Power ratio of 3Rs (%)
50.00 40.07 95.46
56.25 27.32 93.34
62.50 12.44 85.38
75.00 8.19 77.80
87.50 6.07 70.03
100.00 3.94 53.88

On the ground of wider signal spectrum, by increment of frequency slot the 
power efficiency changed smoother than in the case of 10 Gbps. Therefore, incre-
ment of channel spacing for the amount of 12.5 GHz had no such significant impact 
on the power efficiency of the system. In this case, the power ratio of 3Rs had more 
significant impact on total power consumption (more than 50 % for each considered 
configuration) in comparison with NRZ-OOK because the transmission reach for 
this signal type was shorter. However, if 40 Gbps NRZ-DPSK operates with 100.0 
GHz channel spacing, its power efficiency value is 3.94 nW/bit, when the best sce-
nario for 10 Gbps NRZ-OOK is 4.3 nW/bit operating with 25.0 GHz frequency slot. 
This means that for the transmission of a single bit NRZ-OOK consumes by ≈ 8.37 
% more power than NRZ-DPSK having the same spectral efficiency. 

A similar situation occurs in scenarios when cross-channel interference is 
most pronounced, operating with 12.5 and 50.0 GHz channel spacing, respectively. 
In spite of the fact that power ratio of 3Rs for OOK and DPSK is 93.43 % and 
95.46 % respectively, power efficiency at 40 Gbps system realisation is 40.07 nW/
bit against 65.5 nW/bit in the case of 10 Gbps, which provides ≈ 63 % difference in 
the required power for the transmission of a single bit. 

  The results of 100 Gbps DP-QPSK are summarised in Figs. 5–6.  

Fig. 5. 100 Gbps DP-QPSK power efficiency curve.
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Fig. 6. 100 Gbps DP-QPSK 3R power ratio curve.

The obtained results show that minimal channel spacing to guarantee the re-
quired BER level is 31.25 GHz, which provides the power efficiency level equal 
to 26.50 nW/bit. In virtue of a very efficient modulation format, spectral efficiency 
in this case is four times greater in comparison with both 10 Gbps NRZ-OOK 
and 40 Gbps NRZ-DPSK and, furthermore, the considered transmission system is  
power efficient by 147 % and 51 % in comparison with NRZ-DPSK and NRZ-OOK,  
respectively. Other issues are practical and financial realisations of such signal trans-
mittance, but this is out of scope of the present research.

Likewise in the previous instances, signal regeneration requires great amount 
of energy, even when cross-channel interference becomes minimal and only one 
regeneration action is required. In this case, 3Rs ratios are 65.26 %, 86.80% and 
94.42% operating at 43.75, 37.5 and 31.25 GHz cross-channel intervals, respective-
ly. Investigation has shown that using channel spacing values greater than 43.75 
GHz for the considered system is unreasonable and does not have impact on the 
power consumption of the system. Using 43.75 GHz cross-channel intervals, the 
power efficiency parameter of the system is 4.26 nW/bit, which means that 40 Gbps 
NRZ-DPSK transmission system, which uses 100 GHz frequency spans, can be by ≈ 
8.1 % more power efficient than 100 Gbps DP-QPSK in the best scenario.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In the present research, the power efficiency of the three most popular signal 
modulation formats in the long-haul DWDM systems has been studied. The analytic 
model has been designed with the purpose that the error probability ratio for signal 
detection should be maintained lower than 10-3 at the receiving node at 2960 km P2P 
transmission distance. For this purpose by means of simulation using OptSim soft-
ware, the transmission reach for each setup has been defined and using the obtained 
results the power consumption and efficiency of the system have been calculated. In 
addition, the impact of signal regeneration procedure has been examined on the total 
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power consumption of the system for each simulation setup. The evaluation results 
have been presented as the functions of transmitted data volume operating at differ-
ent channel spacing values, which allows adapting the results for WDM realisations 
with different available spectral bands.

The present research provides power efficiency values and the comparison for 
the DWDM setups, which operate with 10 Gbps NRZ-OOK, 40 Gbps NRZ-DPSK 
or 100 Gbps DP-QPSK transmission signals, and gives an insight into the required 
power ratio intended for the considered signal regeneration. The results obtained 
within the framework of the research for the mentioned setups can provide useful 
guidance on designing a power-efficient DWDM long-haul system.
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SIGNĀLA REĢENERĀCIJAS IETEKMES NOVĒRTĒŠANA UZ GARĀS 
DWDM SISTĒMAS ENERGOEFEKTIVITĀTI

D. Pavlovs, Vj. Bobrovs, M. Parfjonovs, A. Alševska, Ģ. Ivanovs

K o p s a v i l k u m s

Šajā rakstā ir izpētīta DWDM sistēmu energoefektivitātes lieluma atkarība no 
izvēlēta pārraides frekvences plāna, kurš izveidots saskaņā ar ITU-T rekomendāciju 
G.694.1. Ir aprēķināti reģenerācijas iecirkņa garumi un spektrālās efektivitātes 
lielumi, izmantojot dažādus starpkanālu intervālus. Atsevišķi rakstā ir analizēta 
signālu reģenerācijas procedūrai nepieciešamā jauda, kura ir grafiski attēlota 
kā attiecība pret sistēmas kopējo patērēto jaudu. Visi aprēķini tika izpildīti trim 
populārākajiem signālu modulācijas formātiem - NRZ-OOK, NRZ-DPSK un DP-
QPSK, ar 10 Gbps, 40 Gbps un 100 Gbps pārraides ātrumiem attiecīgi, kuri bieži 
tiek izmantoti mūsdienīgās DWDM sistēmās. Rezultāti ir attēloti kā funkcijas no 
pārraidītās informācijas apjoma, kas padara tos piemērotām sistēmām ar atšķirīgu 
pieejamu spektra platumu.

17.08.2017.




